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Section I.  GENERAL
1. Purpose and scope.  This bulletin lists related

publications pertinent to the packaging and processing
of A r m y general supplies (AR 700-15 and AR 746-1).
It is intended for the guidance and use of personnel
engaged in the procurement, storage, handling,
shipment, issue, and care and preservation of general
supplies.  Publications which are pertinent to
maintenance and/or ammunition are not included in this
bulletin.

2. Arrangement.  Publications listed in this bulletin
are grouped in five categories as described in a through
e below.

a. Packaging policy and procedural
publications.  Section II contains publications that are
related to Army packaging policy and procedures.
These  publications  are  listed alphabetically by item
name (basic noun first), followed by the publication
number.

b. Packaging, shipment, and storage
publications.  Section III contains publications that
prescribe packaging requirements for the shipment and
storage of groups of similar or related items and specific

items.  These publications are also listed alphabetically
by item name (basic noun first), followed by the
publication number.

c. Packaging material publications.  Section
IV contains publications for packaging and processing
materials.  These publications are listed alphabetically
by category; then alphabetically by title within each
category, followed by the publication number.  For
example:

CUSHIONING MATERIALS
Cushioning material,

cellulosic PPP-C-843
Honeycomb material,

cushioning paper MIL-H-9884

*This bulletin supersedes SB 746-1, SO April 1976.
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Paper, shredded,
waxed PPP-P-150

d. Numerical list of publications.  Section V
contains a numerical list of publications cited in Sections
II, III, and IV in the following order:  Federal and Military
Specifications, Federal and Military Standards, Federal
and Military Handbooks, Department of the Army
publications (AR's, SB's, TB's, TM's, and FM's),
Department of the Army agency publications
(DARCOM-R's,    DARCOM-P's), AAR's, and Code of
Federal Regulations.

e. Shipping and packaging ready reference charts
for guided missile and rocket systems. Section VI
contains a list of shipping and packaging ready
reference charts that depict the shipping regulations,
packaging information, and carloading, storage, and
truckloading drawings for individual guided missile and
rocket systems.

3. Application.  a.  Publications listed in this
bulletin are subject to change; therefore, the issue in
effect will take precedence.

b. Packaging instructions for those items not
covered by a general or detailed packaging publication,
packaging data sheet (DARCOM Form 1029),
packaging standard (MIL-STD647), or packaging
requirements code (MIlSTD-726), may be found in
Section 5, "Packaging," of the commodity specification.
Commodity specifications are listed in the "Department
of Defense Index of Specifications and Standards."

c. Publications covering equipment and
procedures necessary for installing or operating
packaging and packing lines are not included in this
bulletin.  SB 38-100, listed in this publication, may be
used as a guide for equipment obtainable through
supply channels.

d. Packaging data sheets, packaging standards,
and packaging requirement codes which prescribe
detailed packaging requirements for individual items are
too numerous to be listed in this bulletin.  The packaging
requirement for Army items are either referenced or
given in their entirety in the Packaging Segment of the
Army Master Data File (AMDF).  Pack2 aging data
sheets and certain other hard copy packaging data have
been placed on the Packaging Data Microform File

(PDMF).  The AMDF has been placed on microfiche and
the PDMF on microfilm for user convenience.
Information pertaining to the AMDF may be obtained
from:   Chief, US  Army  Catalog Data  Activity, ATTN:
SDSCA-CP,  New Cumberland Army Depot, New
Cumberland, PA 17070.  Information regarding the
PDMF may be obtained from:   Commander, Tobyhanna
Army Depot, ATTN:  SDSTO-TP-S, Tobyhanna, PA
18466.

4. Source of publications.  Publications listed
herein are available to CONUS and oversee
installations and activities as follows:

a. Department of the Army installations requiring
automatic distribution of Federal and military
specifications, standards, and handbooks will submit a
request citing the complete forwarding address and
number of copies required to the Commander, US Army
Armament Research and Development Command,
ATTN:  DRDAR-TST-S, Dover, NJ 07801.

b. Activities that require publications, not
automatically distributed, will forward requests as
prescribed in (1) through (9) below.

(1) Requests for Federal and military
specifications, standards, and handbooks
will be forwarded to the Commander,
Naval Publications and Forms Center,
5801 Tabor Avenue, Philadelphia, PA
19120.

(2) Requests for Army regulations and
pamphlets (indexed in DA Pam 310-1) will
be in accordance with AR 310-2.

(3) Requests for US Army Materiel
Development and Readiness Command
regulations and pamphlets will be
forwarded to Commander, Letter-kenny
Army Depot, ATTN:  SDSLEAJD,
Chambersburg, PA 17201.

(4) Requests for technical manuals, technical
bulletins, and supply bulletins (indexed in
DA Pam 310-4) will be in accordance with
AR 310-2.
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(5) Requests for field manuals (indexed in DA
Pam 310-3) will be in accordance with AR
310-2.

(6) Requests for Code of Federal Regulations
will be forwarded to the Superintendent of
Documents, US Government Printing
Office, Washington, DC 20402.

(7) Requests for Association of American
Railroads, "Rules Governing the Loading
of Commodities on Open Top Cars," will
be forwarded to the Association of
American Railroads, 59 East Van Buren
Street, Chicago, IL 60605.

(8) Requests for shipping and packing ready
reference charts for guided missile and
rocket systems should be forwarded to

Director, DARCOM Ammunition Center,
ATTN:  SARAC-DE, Savanna, IL 61074.
Requests for drawings (listed in charts)
should be forwarded by drawing number
and title to the same address.

(9) Requests for Department of Defense
Index of Specifications and Standards,
Part I, II, and III will be forwarded  to

Commander, Naval Publications
and  Forms Center, 5801 Tabor

Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19120.
5. Errors, comments, and/or suggestions

Reports of errors, comments, and suggestions are
encouraged.  They should be submitted to the
Commander, Tobyhanna Army Depot, ATTN:  SDSTO-
TP-S, Tobyhanna, PA 18466.
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Section II.  PACKAGING POLICY AND PROCEDURAL
PUBLICATIONS

TITLE NUMBER

Adhesives: A guide to their properties and uses as described by MIL-HDBK-725
Federal and Military specifications

Administrative storage of equipment TM 740-90-1
Agreement between Army and Air Force for joint operation of AR 55-165

CONEX containers in a pooled fleet
Air transportability requirements, general specification for 'MIL-A-8421
Apportionment, manifesting, and billing for ocean transportation and AR 55-170

port handling of empty CONEX containers
Batteries, dry, transportation, storage, testing, shelf life, and quantity SB 11-30

unit pack requisitioning
Blocking, bracing and skidding of industrial plant equipment MIL-HDBK-701
Care of supplies in storage AR 740-3
Cargo, movement of, by air and surface,.  including less than release quantity AR 55-16
Case liners, waterproof, depot manufacture of TB 38-230-3

and parcel post shipments
Closing, sealing and reinforcing of fiberboard shipping boxes, FED STD 224

General methods for
Closure, protective, vehicle, use and disposition TB 9-2300-278-20
Coating application, corrosion preventive compound (for motor vehicles) MIL-C-46164(MR)
Combat vehicles and equipment; inspection, care, and preservation MIL-STD-634

during storage of
Commercial packaging of supplies and equipment MIL-STD-1188
CONEX container control, utilization, and reporting AR 55-1
Container design retrieval system, procedures for use of MIL-STD1510
Containers, insert and transporters, loading TM 10-252
Contamination control technology MIL-STD-1475
Control of premium transportation DARCOM-R 55-8
Covers, protective, aircraft, all types of, installation, removal, TM 1-13A9-1-2

cleaning, repairing, retreatment, and storage of
Cushioning, anchoring, bracing, blocking, and waterproofing, with MIL-STD-1186

appropriate test methods
Cylinders, compressed gas, safe handling, storing, shipping, use and AR 700-68

disposal of
Design criteria for specialized shipping containers MIL-STD-648
Design requirements for missile weapon systems, packaging MIL-D-46845(M1)

and packing
DSS Management and Procedures FM 38-725
Engines, aircraft, gas turbine, corrosion prevention pre-oiling and MIL-E-5595

ground operation of, processes for
Equipment, Electronics Command, instructions, field, for painting and TB 746-10

preserving
Equipment vapor degreasing operation and maintenance TB ORD 584
Excess empty nonexpendable reusable shipping and storage con- SB 725-12-2

tainers for nuclear weapons systems, chemical weapons and
equipment, and conventional ammunition

Foamed-in-place DARCOM-P 746-4
Foam-in-place packaging, procedures for MIL-F-45216
General design criteria for handling equipment associated with MIL-STD-1365

weapons and weapon systems
Glossary of packaging terms FED STD 75
Handling and disposal of unwanted radioactive material TM 3-261
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TITLE NUMBER

Handling, storage, and disposal of Army Aircraft components containing TB 55-1500-314-25
radioactive materials

Headquarters, DARCOM, organization, mission, and functions manual DARCOM-R 10-2
Identification of radioactive items in the Army supply system TB 43-0116
Identification of reusable metal containers, components and combinations SB 9-211
Inhibitors, corrosion, volatile, utilization of MIL-1-8574
Instructor's guide for basic military packaging and packing DA Pam 740-1
Issue and sale of personal clothing AR 700-84
Lease of CONEX transporters AR 55-17
Logistics packaging management field operations FM 38-746
Logistic support analysis MIL-STD-1388-1
Logistic support analysis data element definitions MIL-STD- 1388-2
Maintenance and repair of box, metal, shipping, reusable (transporter) TB TC-15-3
Maintenance of reusable steel shipping boxes (transporters) AR 750-17
Maintenance of reusable steel shipping boxes (transporters) AR 750-17
Marking for shipment and storage MIL-STD-129
Material safety data sheets, preparation and the submission of FED-STD-313
Materials, dangerous, for transportation by military aircraft, packaging TM 38-250

and handling of
Materials preservation, packaging, and packing, test procedures FED STD 101
Materiel, Army, general policies and principles for furnishing, on a grant AR 795-17

aid basis
Military standardization handbook, rubber products, shelf storage life MIL-HDBK-695
Military traffic management regulation AR 55-355
Movement of nuclear weapons, nuclear components and related AR 55-203

classified nonnuclear material
Organization and functions, DARCOM Packaging, Storage, and DARCOM-R 10-44

Containerization Center, Tobyhanna Army Depot
Ownership and use of containers for surface transportation and AR 56-1

configuration of shelters/special purpose vans
Package cushioning design MIL-HDBK-304
Packaging and pack engineering DARCOM-P 706-121
Packaging cost estimating TM 38-275(FOUO)
Packaging data forms, instructions for preparation and use of MIL-STD-834
Packaging, handling, storage, and transportability program MIL-STD-1367

requirements (for systems and equipment)
Packaging, handling, storage, and transportation system MIL-STD-1366

dimensional and weight constraints, definition of
Packaging improvement report AR 700-58,

AMC Supp 1
Packaging of Army materiel for shipment and storage AR 746-1
Packaging of materiel AR 700-15
Packaging of materiel - packing (Volume II) TM 38230-2
Packaging of materiel - preservation (Volume I) TM 38-230-1
Packaging requirements code MIL-STD-726
Packaging, storage, and containerization guidelines DARCOM-C 740-8
Palletized unit loads for 40" x 48" pallets MIL-STD-147
Parts and equipment procedures for packaging and packing of MIL-STD-794
Parts, equipment and tools for Army materiel, packaging and packing of MIL-P-14232
Preparation and handling of industrial plant equipment for shipping MIL-STD-107

and storage
Preparation for delivery requirements of electronic equipment and components MIL-P-55585(EL)
Preparation of DD Form 1387-2 (special handling data/certification) for military DARCOM-R 746-7
aircraft shipments of explosives and other dangerous materials
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TITLE NUMBER

Preparation of freight for air shipment TM 38-236
Preservation of USAMECOM mechanical equipment for shipment and storage TB 740-97-2
Preservation of vessels for storage TB 740-97-4
Preservation-packaging, methods of MIL-P-116
Preservation, packaging, packing and marking materials, supplies, SB 38-100

and equipment used by the Army
Processing and shipping DOD sponsored retrograde materiel destined for AR 700-93

shipment to the United States, its territories, trusts and possessions
Protective finishes MIL-HDBK-132
Quality of wood members for containers and pallets MIL-STD-731
Radioactive Materials: Marking and labeling of items, packages and shipping MIL-STD-1458

containers for identification in use, storage and transportation
Reporting of item discrepancies attributable to shippers AR 735-11-2
Reports of packaging improvement DARCOM-C 746-1
Requisitioning, receipt, and issue system AR 725-50
Responsibilities for the packaging of Army materiel DARCOM-R 700-18
Rigid polyurethane foam packaging design MIL-HDBK-768(SM)
Rules governing the loading of commodities on open top cars (sec 6) AAR Manual
Safety' labeling for storage and shipment of acids, adhesives, cleaners, SB 9-151

preservatives and other related materials
Sampling procedures and tables for inspection by attributes MIL-STD-105
Shrink film in military packaging MIL-HDBK-770
Slinging and tiedown provisions for lifting and tying down military equipment MIL-STD-209
Special handling data/certification for shipments via military aircraft MIL-HDBK-758
Specification list of standard liquid fuels, lubricants, preservatives and TB 703-1

related products authorized for use by the US Army
Standard general requirements for color and marking of Army materiel MIL-STD-1473
Standard size unit, intermediate, and exterior containers for modular MIL-STD-1187

packaging and unitization on the 40" X 48" pallet
Standards, packaging, preparation and use of MIL-STD-647
Storage and handling of compressed gases and gas cylinders AR 700-68
Storage and materials handling TM 743-200
Storage and materials handling TM 743-200-1
Storage and materials handling TM 743-200-3
Storage and supply activities covered and open storage SB 740-1
Storage and supply activity operations AR 740-1
Storage, inspection and preservation of POL pipeline equipment TM 38-460
Storage modernization TM 743-200-2
Supplies in storage, inspection, reporting, and care of AR 740-22
Supply of storage batteries with USATACOM and USATACOM project/product SB 700-6135-1

managed tactical transport vehicles
Tapes, packaging, adhesive and gummed; methods of inspection, sampling FED STD 147

and testing
Technical data package for AMC materiel MIL-T-60530
Transportability guidance for safe transport of radioactive materiels TM 55-315
Transportation TITLE 49
Transportation of dangerous or hazardous chemical materials AR 55-56
Transportation of radioactive and fissile materials other than AR 55-55

weapons
Treatment and painting of material MIL-T-704
Use of binned CONEX transporters and MILVANs for shipment DARCOM-R 740-7
Use of cushioned shipping sacks (jiffy bags) for electronic materiel SB 11-625
Use of materiel condition tags and labels on Army aeronautical TB 750-126

and air delivery equipment
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TITLE NUMBER

Utilization of MILVANs/SEAVANs DARCOM-R 55-17
Utilization of small reusable metal containers SB 9-147
Waste disposal methods for military packaging materials MIL-HDBK-742
Weapons management improvement program at DARCOM Depots DARCOM-C 740-5

(RCS CCGLD 1732)
Wheeled vehicles and equipment, inspection, care, and preservation MIL-STD-1177

during storage of
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Section.  III.  PACKAGING, SHIPMENT, AND STORAGE
PUBLICATIONS

TITLE NUMBER

Abrasives and abrasive products for shipment and storage, packaging and MIL-A-3816
packing of

Aircraft armament, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, TM 750-209
and retrograde

Aircraft components, spare part, and support equipment (Class 11 (A) TM 750-199
and Class IV (A supplies)) US Army, procedures for rapid
deployment, redeployment, and retrogradation

Aircraft, fixed wing, US Army, procedures for rapid deployment, TM 750-143
redeployment and retrogradation of

Aircraft, OV-1, preparation for shipment of TM 1-OV1-S
Aircraft, U-8, preparation for shipment of TM 1-U8-S
Aircraft, U-21, preparation for shipment of TM 1-U21-S
Aluminum and magnesium products, preparation for shipment and storage MIL-STD-649
Aluminum ware, bakeshop and kitchen, packaging, packing, and marking of PPP-A-1182
Amplifier, audio frequency (3BLH), packaging and packing of MIL-A-49071(EL)
Amplifier, radio frequency AM-1881( )U, packaging and packing of MIL-A-45278(EL)
Analyzer, spectrum, AN/UPM-110( ), packaging and packing of MIL-A-55443(EL)
Antenna accessories group OA-1398( )/GRC, packaging and packing of MIL-A-55382(EL)
Antenna AS-533( )/GR, packaging and packing of MIL-A-55391(EL)
Antenna AS-620( )/GRC-10, packaging and packing of MIL-A-14415(EL)
Antenna, AT-1108( )/ARC, packaging and packing of MIL-A-55485(EL)
Antenna equipment, AN/GRA-4( ) and units of, packaging and packing of MIL-A-49070(EL)
Antenna equipment RC-292, packaging and packing of MIL-A-13534(EL)
Antenna filter group OA-1391/GRC, packaging and packing of MIL-A-45287(EL)
Antenna filter group OA-1393/GRC, packaging and packing of MIL.-A-55384(EL)
Antenna filter group OA-1395( )/GRC and OA-1397( )/GRC, packaging and MIL-A-55385(EL)

packing of
Antenna group AN/GRA-12, packaging and packing of MIL-A-49006(EL)
Antenna group AN/GRA-50, packaging and packing of MIL-A-55540(EL)
Antenna group OA-1389( )/GRC, packaging and packing of MIL-55383(EL)
Antenna kit MX-658( )/FRR, packaging and packing of MIL-A-13432(EL)
Antenna kit, MX-743( )/FRR, packaging and packing of MIL-A-13628(EL)
Antenna support AB-105( )/FRC, packaging and packing of MIL-A-55613(EL)
Anti-tank mine dispensing system, packaging of MIL-A-52759(ME)
Artillery, air defense and towed weapon materiel less guided missile, TM 9-300-3

during storage, inspection, care, and preservation of
Artillery ammunition, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, TM 750-174

and retrograde
Artillery, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde TM 750-137
Automated data processing equipment (major components), packaging of MIL-A-83995
Automobiles, trucks, truck-tractor, trailers and trailer dollies, preservation MIL-STD-281

and packaging of
Bakery equipment, including unit assemblies, repair parts and tools, MIL-B-2316

preparation for delivery of
Balances, scales and accessories, packaging and packing of PPP-B-1122
Balloons, meteorological, pilot ceiling and sounding, packaging and MIL-B-14417(EL)

packing of
Base, electrical equipment cabinet MT-1576/G, packaging and packing of MIL-B-45299(EL)
Basic issue items for military vehicles, carriage and equipment; preparation MIL-B-12841

for shipment and storage of
Batteries, dry and thermal packaging of MIL-B-55521
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TITLE NUMBER

Batteries, storage, industrial, preparation for shipment and storage of PPP-B-140
Battery charger PP-775( )/U, packaging and packing of MIL-B-14494(EL)
Battery, dry, thermal BA-618/U, packaging of MIL-B-45298(EL)
Battery, storage, BB451/U (dry-charged), packaging of MIL-B-55551(EL)
Battery, storage, lead acid, automotive and Navy portable (except MIL-B-208

aircraft), packaging of
Battery, wet, primary BA-485( )/U, packaging of MIL-B-45286(EL)
Battery, wet, primary BA-487/U, packaging and packing of MIL-B-49014(EL)
Bearings, anti-friction, associated parts and subassemblies, packaging of MIL-B-197
Bins, cabinets, shelving, and worktables, packaging of MIL-B-45977
Blocks, rope, tackle, packaging of MIL-B-3865
Blower Motor Assembly, NSN 6730-00-341-7782, packaging and packing of MIL-B-49058(EL)
Board, bulletin and control, packaging and packing of MIL-B-40640
Boilers and related equipment for field use, packaging of MIL-R-3180
Box, liners and sleeves, fiberboard, knocked down flat, packing of PPP-B-638
Bridge, floating; aluminum; foot, packaging of MIL-B-11353
Brushes, preparation for delivery of PPP-B-1880
Bulldozer, earth moving, tank mounting, M9, preparation for storage MIL-B-45389

and shipment of
Cable assemblies and cord assemblies, packaging of MIL-C-55442
Cable cord and wire, electric, packaging of MIL-C-12000
Calibrator set,, frequency, AN/URM-18( ), packaging and packing of MIL-C-55506(EL)
Calibrator set, pulse power, AN/UPM-73, packaging and packing of MIL-C-49018
Calibrator sets, radiac TS-784/PD and TS-784A/PD, packaging and MIL-C-55550(EL)

packing of
Cameras, copying, lithographic, packaging of MIL-C-3615
Camera section, topographic reproduction set, truck mounted, packaging of MIL-C-52681
Camouflage and deception equipment, procedures for rapid deployment, TM 750-190

redeployment, and retrograde
Camouflage net drape sets, packaging of MIL-C-11782
Canned-baked, and canned-steamed, and retorted subsistence items, PPP-C-26

packaging and packing of
Canned subsistence items, packaging and packing of PPP-C-29
Capacitors, packaging of MIL-C-39028
Carrier, cargo, amphibious; M116, and M116E1; processing for storage and MIL-C-46747

shipment of
Carrier, cargo, full-tracked, M548, processing for storage and shipment of MIL-C-62015(MO)
Carrier, command post, light tracked, M577 and M577A1, processing for MIL-C46746

storage and shipment of
Carrier, guided missile equipment, XM 727, processing for storage MIL-C-62055

and shipment of
Carrier, guided missile equipment, XM 730; processing for storage MIL-C-62053

and shipment of
Carrier, guided missile equipment, XM667E1, processing for storage and MIL-C-62084(AT)

shipment of
Carriers, personnel, full-tracked, armored, M113 and M113A1; and mortars, MIL-C-45360

self-propelled, 107-mm, M106 and M106A1; and 81-mm, M125A1;
processing for storage and shipment of

Carrier, personnel, full-tracked, M114 and carrier, command and MIL-C-46706
reconnaissance, armored M114A1, processing for storage and
shipment of

Cartographic section, topographic mapping set, truck mounted, packaging of MIL-C-52668
Case CY-825/GRC-26, packaging and packing of MIL-C-49008(EL)
Central office, telephone, dial AN/FTC-31(V), packaging and packing of MIL-C-55560(EL)
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TITLE NUMBER

Central office, telephone, manual AN/TTC-7( ) and units of, packaging MIL-C-12377(EL)
and packing of

Cereals, Breakfast, prepared (ready-to-eat) and uncooked, packaging, MIL-C-1470
packing, labeling, and marking of

Charger, battery PP-1660( )/G, packaging and packing of MIL-C-55501(EL)
Charger, battery PPP-2926/U, packaging and packing of MI L-C-55360(EL)
Chassis, weapon, full-tracked, XM741, processing for storage MIL-C-62074(AT)

and shipment of
Chemical agents and hazardous chemicals, storage, handling, and TM 3-250

disposal of
Chemical ammunition, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, TM 750-172

and retrograde
Chemicals, dry and paste, packaging and packing of PPP-C-301
Chemicals, liquid, packaging and packing of PPP-C-300
Chemicals, liquid, photographic dry, general specification for packaging of PPP-P-16
Clothing, combat type, contour packaging and packing of MIL-C-43424
Coating, sprayable, strippable, protective, for preservation and MIL-C-23760

packaging of weapons systems and components, application of
Combat vehicles, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, TM 750-138

and retrograde
Common tool sets, kits, and outfits, procedures for rapid deployment, TM 750-203

redeployment, and retrograde
Components and assemblies for industrial gas production, storage and MIL-C-52211

transport equipment, packaging of
Compressor, reciprocating, power-driven, flame thrower, 3-1/2 cfm, TM 750-156

AN-M4, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde
Compressors, rotary, power-driven; and compressors, reciprocating, power- MIL-C-3600

driven: air and gas (except oxygen and refrigerant), packaging of
Computer assembly 7647811, packaging of MIL-P-14237
Connector assembly, electrical MX-1836( )/G, packaging and packing of MIL-C-49017(EL)
Connectors, preparation for delivery of MIL-C-55330
Construction equipment, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, TM 750-182

and retrograde
Container, metal, shipping MIL-C-48192(MU)
Containers, glass, one-gallon capacity and smaller, for other than PPP-G-460

medicinal products, packaging and packing of
Control amplifier and gyroscope, automatic pilot, packaging and packing of MIL-C-49013(EL)
Control recorder, C-577( )/GMD-1, packaging and packing of MIL-C-14449(EL)
Copper and copper-base alloy mill products; packaging of MIL-C-3993
Copy and supply section, topographic mapping set, truck mounted, MIL-C-52669

packaging of
Cordage, preparation for delivery of MIL-C-3131
Craft, water, small, with associated accessories and repair parts, MIL-P-18147

preparation for delivery of
Cranes and crane-shovels, truck, crawler, and wheel mounted, full MIL-C-3580

revolving, and their attachments, packaging of
Cranes, railway, locomotive, with boom detached: anchoring rotating TB TC 15-13

portions of cranes for shipment
Cranes, truck mounted, storage handling and shipment of TB 740-358
Cylinders, compressed gas, packaging of MIL-C-52752
Decontaminating apparatus, power-driven, truck mounted, 400-gallon, TM 750-148

M9 and decontaminating apparatus, power-driven skid-mounted,
500-gallon, M12A1, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment,
and retrograde
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TITLE NUMBER

Defense Supply Agency selected secondary support items: engines, engine TM 750-226
components, and accessories, procedures for rapid deployment,
redeployment, and retrograde for

Defense Supply Agency selected secondary support items for construction TM 750-224
equipment, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and
retrograde for

Defense Supply Agency selected secondary support items for electrical TM 750-225
power distribution equipment

Defense Supply Agency selected secondary support items for materials TM 750-222
handling equipment, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment,
and retrograde for

Defense Supply Agency selected secondary support items for topographic, TM 750-223
surveying, and reproduction equipment, procedures for rapid deployment,
redeployment, and retrograde for

Defense Supply Agency selected secondary support items for vehicular TM 750-220
equipment, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment,
and retrograde for

Demineralizer, water, ion, exchange unit, and demineralization MIL-D-52718(ME)
set, water, ion exchange, 3, 000 GPH, packaging of

Demolition materials, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, TM 750-177
and retrograde

Direction finder set AN/ARN-59 and units of,.  packaging and packing of MIL-D-55378(EL)
Disperser, riot control agent, portable, M3; disperser, riot control agent, TM 750-157

helicopter-or vehicle-mounting, MS; disperser, riot control agent, back
pack, 450 CFM, M106 (Mity Mite), procedures for rapid deployment,
redeployment, and retrograde

Distillation equipment set, water, thermocompression type: 150 gallons MIL-D-52645(ME)
per hour, packaging of

Distillation units, water, thermocompression-type, packaging of MIL-D-3209
Distributors, bitumen and water, packaging of MIL-D-771
Distributor-transmitter, teletypewriter, TT-260/FG, packaging MIL-D-49034(EL)

and packing of
Distributor-transmitter, teletypewriter, TT-21A/FG, packaging and MIL-D-45283(EL)

packing of
Diving equipment sets, packaging of MIL-D-52838(ME)
Diving equipment set, two persons; 100 foot depth, packaging of MIL-D-3344
Door Assemblies, aircraft, preservation, packaging and packing of MIL-D-25551
Drafting equipment set, battalion, Set No.  1, packaging of MIL-D-12817
Drafting equipment set, topographic battalion, Photo Mapping Company, MIL-D-52665

packaging of
Drafting equipment set, topographic battalion, Headquarters and MIL-D-11381

Service Company
Drum, shipping, steel, 55 gallon (24 and 21 gage reinforced) PPP-D-1152
Duplexer CU-369/TRC-29, packaging and packing of MIL-D-49007(EL)
Electrical and power distribution equipment, procedures for rapid TM 750-197

deployment, redeployment, and retrograde
Electrical power generating equipment, procedures for rapid TM 750-183

deployment, redeployment, and retrograde
Electronic and electrical equipment, accessories, and repair parts, MIL-E-17555

packaging and packing of
Electronics command equipments (major items), procedures for rapid TM 750-208

deployment, redeployment, and retrograde
Electronics command equipments (selected support items), procedures for TM 750-201

rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde
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Electronic equipment and parts, packaging of MIL-C-55585(EL)
Engine, aircraft reciprocating, preparation for shipment and storage of MIL-E-6058
Engine, aircraft, reciprocating, processes for corrosion protection, MIL-E-6059

preoiling, and ground operations of
Engine block assemblies, packaging and packing of MIL-E-46734
Engine, gas turbine, preparation for storage and shipment of, process for MIL-E-5607
Engines, preparation for shipment and storage of MIL-E-10062
Engines, turbines and components, procedures for rapid deployment, TM 746-193

redeployment, and retrograde
Equipment, industrial production, for storage or shipment, preparation TM 38-260

and inspection of
Fabrics, coated (plastic; rubber) and laminated, packaging and packing of PPP-P-1136
Fabrics, duck, (cotton: synthetic fiber; cotton-synthetic fiber PPP-P-1135

blends), packaging and packing of
Facility development guide, procedures for rapid deployment, TM 750-210

redeployment and retrograde
Facsimile set AN/TXC-1( ), packaging and packing of MIL-F-13034(EL)
Ferry conversion set, raft: infantry support, packaging of MIL-F-3315
Filter unit, gas-particulate, armored ambulance, 6-man, 12CFM-M14; TM 750-154

and filter unit, gas-particulate, hospital 6-man, 12CFM, ABC-M7A1,
procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde

Filter, unit, gas-particulate, tank, 3-man, 12CFM, ABC-M8A2; and TM 750-155
filter unit, gas-particulate, tank, 5-man, 20CFM, M13 and M13A1,
procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde

Fire fighting equipment set, class 530B, Army Aircraft Crash, MIL-F-52652(ME)
packaging of

Fire fighting equipment set, structural, class 530B; overseas, MIL-F-52651(ME)
packaging of

Fire fighting equipment set, truck mounting; brush; class 530B; overseas; MIL-F-52653
packaging of

Flamethrower, portable, M2A1-7 and flamethrower, portable, M9E1-7, TM 750-158
procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde

Flamethrower, self-propelled, full-tracked, M132 and M132A1, processing MIL-F-46776
for shipment and storage of

Flash ranging set AN/GTC-1( ), packaging and packing of MIL-F-11563(EL)
Floodlights and lanterns, packaging of MIL-F-3222
Floodlight set, electric, packaging of MIL-F-52594(ME)
Food cooking, baking, and serving equipment, procedures for rapid TM 750-216

deployment, redeployment, and retrograde for
Forges, furnaces and ovens (exclusive of space heating and cooling), MIL-F-3296

packaging of
Frozen fruits, frozen fruit juices, and frozen vegetables: PPP-F-690

packaging, packing, labeling, and marking of
Fruits and vegetables, fresh, packaging, packing, and marking of PPP-F-685
Fuzes, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde TM 750-178
Gear, oil, M3 series, M6A1 or M6A1E1, packaging of MIL-P-14236
General packaging instructions for field units TM 746-10
Generator, ringing, static TA-13/TT, packaging and packing of MIL-G-49003(EL)
Generator, ringing, static TA-46 ( )/FT, packaging and packing of MIL-G-49072(EL)
Generator, ringing, static TA-248( )/TT, packaging and packing of MIL-G-55377(EL)
Generator set group OA-1675( )/GRC, packaging and packing of MIL-G-55405(EL)
Generator sets, mobile electric power, packaging of MIL-G-28554
Graders, road, packaging of MIL-G-762
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Grenades, rockets, and mines, procedures for rapid deployment, TM 750-175
redeployment, and retrograde

Guide for preparation of mobile homes for movement DA Pam 740-2
Gun, machine, cal .50, Browning, M2 heavy barrel, all types, packaging of MIL-G-20697
Gun, self-propelled, full-tracked, twin 40-mm M42 and M42A1, preparation MIL-G45178

for storage and shipment of
Gun, self-propelled, full-tracked, 175-mm, M107, and howitzer, self- MIL-G-46723

propelled, full-tracked, 8-inch, M110, processing for storage and
shipment of

Gyroscope assemblies; altitude and directional reference instru- MIL-G-81559
ments for aircraft preservation, packaging and packing
Gyromagnetic compass set, AN/ASN-13( ), packaging and MIL-G-14361(EL)
packing of

Gyromagnetic compass set, AN/ASN-43( ) and units of packaging and MIL-G-4S281(EL)
packing of

Handling, storage, and disposal of self-luminous compasses TB 5-6600-227-15/1
Hardware (fasteners and related items), packaging and packing for shipment PPP-H-1581

and storage of
HAWK missile system selected support items (HAWK air defense TM 750-205

guided missile system), procedures for rapid deployment,
redeployment, and retrograde

(HAWK air defense guided missile system), procedures for rapid TM 750-144
deployment, redeployment and retrograde

Helicopters, AH-IG/TH-IG, preparation for shipment of TM 1-AH1-S
Helicopter, CH-47, preparation for shipment of TM-1-CH47-S
Helicopter, CH-54, preparation for shipment of TM 1-CH54-S
Helicopter, OH-6, preparation for shipment of TM 1-OH6-S
Helicopter, OH-58, preparation for shipment of TM 1-OH58-S
Helicopter, UH-1, preparation for shipment of TM 1-UH1-S
Hoists, chain, manually operated, packaging of MIL-H-3280
Household goods and personal effects, for local transfer, preparation of MIL-P-22084
Howitzer, light, self-propelled, 105-mm, M108; and howitzer, medium, MIL-H46709

self-propelled, 15m-m, M109, processing for storage and shipment of
Howitzer, self-propelled, full-tracked, 105-mm M52 and M52A1, preparation MIL-H-45302

for storage and shipment of
Howitzer, 155-mm gun, self-propelled, M44 and M44A1, preparation for MIL-H-45303

shipment and storage of
Hydrogen generator set AN/TMQ-3( ), packaging and packing of MIL-H-12789(EL)
Identification marking of US Military property MIL-STD-130
Indicator panoramic IP-173( )/U, packaging and packing of MIL-I-55591(EL)
Individual servings of subsistence, packaging and packing of PPP-I-350
Industrial sewing machines, procedures for rapid deployment, TM 750-213

redeployment and retrograde for
Interconnecting box J-668/GR, packaging and packing of MIL-I-49035(EL)
Inverter, power stator, NSN 6130-00-936-5366, packaging of MIL-I-49127(EL)
Jetting set, portable, for pile-driving operation, packaging of MIL-J-12959(ME)
Kitchen equipment and appliances, procedures for rapid deployment, TM 750-217

redeployment and retrograde
Kitchen equipment, including unit assemblies, repair parts and tools, MIL-K-43875
preparation for delivery of
Kit, modification, preparation for delivery of, general specification for MIL-K-45214(MI)
Labeling of metal cans for subsistence items MIL-L-1497
Laboratory section, topographic reproduction set, truck mounted: 190 inch MIL-L-52682

wheel base, packaging of
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LANCE Guided Missile System, procedures for rapid deployment, TM 746-230
redeployment, and -retrograde for

Landing craft, mechanized, diesel, steel, 56-ft., Mark VI, preservation MIL-L-14121
for long-term storage

Landing craft, mechanized (LCM-8), 70 ft, preservation and pack for long- MIL-L-14085
term storage

Laundry and dry cleaning equipment, procedures for rapid deployment, TM 750-211
redeployment, and retrograde for

Laundry and dry cleaning machinery and equipment (for fixed MIL-L-3153
installation) preparation and delivery of

Leather, packaging and packing of MIL-L-43432
Life preservers, packaging and packing of MIL-P-3454
Line section, radio frequency transmission, FSN 5840-387-2794, MIL-L-55349(EL)

packaging and packing of
Loader-transporter, guided missile, XM501E2, and XM501E3; processing MIL-L-45779

for storage and shipment of
Loads, unit: preparation of nonperishable subsistence MIL-L-35078
Locomotives, diesel-electric 23-131 ton inclusive, servicing, testing, and TB 740-97-6

preparing for shipment after removal from long term storage
Lumber, unitizing and loading of MIL-L-14362
Machinery, metal and woodworking, support equipment and associated MIL-M-18058

repair parts, packaging and packing of
Machines, computing, desk-type, and portable-type with carrying case; MIL-M-3685

motor driven and hand operated; packaging and packing of
Machines, dictating, recording and transcribing, desk-type and hood-type, MIL-M-3713

packaging and packing of
Machines, electric, having rotating parts and associated repair parts, MIL-E-16298

packaging of
Maintenance kit, CBR equipment, M14, procedures for rapid deployment, TM 750-163

redeployment, and retrograde
Map layout section, reproduction set, truck mounted, 190-inch wheel base, MIL-M-52680(ME)

packaging of
Map revision section, topographic mapping set, truck mounted, packaging of MIL-M-52673(ME)
Mask, CBR: aircraft, M24; mask, CBR: field, ABC-M17 and M17A; mask, TM 750-162

CBR: headwound, ABC-M18; mask, CBR: tank, ABC-M14A1 and ABC-M14A2;
mask, CBR: tank, M25 and M25A1; mask, gas, all-purpose, M11A1; mask,
riot control agent, XM28, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment,
and retrograde

Materials handling equipment: preparation for shipment, storage, cyclic MIL-STD-162
maintenance, routine testing and processing

Materials handling equipment, procedures for rapid deployment, TM 750-184
redeployment, and retrograde

Mattresses (except pneumatic types), packaging and packing of MIL-M-3996
Meat cuts and sausage products (chilled or frozen) for domestic and MIL-M-1018

overseas shipment, packaging, packing, labeling and marking of
Mechanical power transmission equipment, procedures for rapid deployment, TM 746-194

redeployment, and retrograde
Meter movement (FSN 6625-405-7061 and FSN 6625-782-0388) MIL-M-55533(EL)

packaging and packing of
Microcircuits, packaging of MIL-M-55565
Military bridging, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment TM 746-185

and retrograde
Minefield Marking Set, packaging of MIL-P-12740
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Miscellaneous maintenance and repair equipment, procedures for rapid TM 750-196
deployment, redeployment, and retrograde

Missile, HAWK System, guided air defense; Shipment, handling, storage, TM 9-1400-514-15
inspection, care and preservation

Missiles, target guided, MQM-33A and MQM-33B, and related ground control, TM 9-1550-201-15
testing and ground handling and launching equipment, operator, direct
support, general support, and depot maintenance manual: shipment,
storage, inspection, care and preservation of

Motor generator assembly, packaging and packing of MIL-M-55526(EL)
Motor generators PU-542( )/A, PU-543( )/A, PU-544( )/A, PU-545( )/A, MIL-M-55513(EL)

PU-733( )/A, PU-750( )/A, packaging and packing of
Mount, shipping container, resilient: shock and vibration damping MIL-M-45907
Multiplex section, topographic mapping, set, truck mounted, packaging of MIL-M-52677(ME)
Multiplexer TD-97/FGT-2, packaging and packing of MIL-M-45294(EL)
Navigation set, land vehicular, position obtained by dead reckoning, MIL-N-3451

packaging of
NIKE-HERCULES Missile System Selected Support Items (NIKE-HERCULES TM 746-228

Air Defense Guided Missile System) procedures for rapid deployment,
redeployment, and retrograde

Optical elements, packaging of MIL-0-16898
Oscillator, audio-frequency, TS-421( ), packaging and packing of MIL-O-49039(EL)
Oscillator, radio frequency, 0-330( )/FR, packaging and packing of MIL-O-49002(EL)
Packaging and packing of cotton and cotton-synthetic fiber blend fabrics PPP-P-1134

(excluding duck fabrics)
Packaging and packing of hand tools PPP-P40
Packaging and packing of synthetic fiber fabrics PPP-P-1133
Packaging and packing of thread for domestic and oversee shipment PPP-P-50
Packaging and packing of typewriters PPP-P-1148
Packaging and packing of wood office furniture PPP-P-1877
Packaging and packing of woolen, worsted and wool blend PPP-P-1132

(synthetic fiber; cotton) fabrics
Packaging of batteries, storage, charged and dry-uncharged and moist, MIL-P-6063

general specification for
Packaging of bulk quantities of soaps, detergents, and related products PPP-P45

(chip, powdered, or granular form) for domestic and overseas shipment
Packaging of hose, hose assemblies; rubber, plastic, fabric, or metal MIL-P-775

(including tubing); and fittings, nozzles, and strainers
Packaging of machinery, deck and vehicle mounted with associated equip- MIL-P-3184

ment and repair parts
Packaging of petroleum and related products MIL-STD-290
Packaging, packing and container marking of electron tubes (valves) TB 34-9-342

and semiconductor devices
Packaging, packing, and marking for shipment of artillery type and rocket MIL-P-60412(PA)

fuzes, general specification for
Packing and packaging, fluorescent light fixtures PPP-P-1656
Packing, preformed, rubber, packaging of MIL-P4861
Pail, plastic, shipping and storage PPP-P-1655
Pails and cans, packaging and packing of PPP-P-130
Paint, varnish, lacquer, and related materials; packaging, packing, and PPP-P-1892

marking of
Panel, patching, communication TT-23F/SG, packaging and packing of MIL-P-49025(EL)
Paper, map, "except diazo-sensitized, " packaging and packing of MIL-P-3447
Parachute assemblies and subassemblies, packaging and packing of MIL-P-5610
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PERSHING 1A Field Artillery Guided Missile System Major Items, procedures TM 746-231
for deployment, redeployment, and retrograde

Photographic film processing unit ES-20( ), packaging and packing of MIL-P-55376(EL)
Photomapping Section, topographic mapping set, truck mounted, packaging of MIL-P-52674(ME)
Photo mechanical process section, topographic reproduction set, truck MIL-P-52683

mounted, packaging of
Pistols and revolvers, packaging of MIL-P-14313
Plotting instrument set, stereoplotter, multiplex laboratory, MIL-P-52650

packaging of
Plumbing fixtures and accessories, packaging of MIL-P-12808
Plywood, packaging, packing, and marking of PPP-P-1260
Pneumatic tool outfit: 600 CFM, compressed air, MIL-P-3819

packaging of
Pole line hardware; preparation for delivery of MIL-P-14527
Porcelain enamel products and household appliances, electrical PPP-P-600

and mechanical - requirements for packaging and packing
Poultry, chilled and frozen, ready-to-cook (eviscerated), packaging PPP-P-620

and packing of
Power accessories group OA-1676( )/GRC, packaging and packing of MIL-P-55393(EL)
Power supply PP-86( )/TXC-1, packaging and packing of MIL-P-55386(EL)
Power supply PP-308( )/URR, packaging and packing of MIL-P-49015(EL)
Power supply PP-2309( )/U, packaging and packing of MIL-P-49051(EL)
Preamplifier AM-1841( )/USM, packaging and packing of MIL-P-55546(EL)
Preamplifier AM-1842( )/USM, packaging and packing of MIL-P-55548(EL)
Preparation for delivery requirements for chairs, metal and plastic, office PPP-P-1875
Preparation for delivery requirements for desks, general office, steel PPP-P-225
Preparation for delivery requirements for partitions, office, steel PPP-P-2008
Preparation for delivery requirements for storage sections, overfile, steel PPP-P-1998
Preparation for delivery requirements for tables, steel, general office PPP-P-1899
Preparation for delivery requirements for templates, triangles, curves, PPP-P-1882

protractors and related drafting aids
Preparation of household goods for shipment and storage and MIL-STD-212

related services
Preservation and packaging equipment set: for general supplies, MIL-P-52542(ME)

mounted on a 6-ton semitrailer
Preservation and packaging procedures, redeployment and retrograde TM 746-238

materiel (TOW Missile System)
Preservation of railroad equipment for storage TB 740-97-5
Preservation of vessels for storage TB 740-93-4
Preservation, packaging, and packing of rocket and missile MIL-P-45213

systems ground support equipment, for shipment
Press section, topographic reproduction set, truck mounted: packaging of MIL-P-52655
Printing and stationery paper, packaging and packing of PPP-P-25
Printing, duplicating and bookbinding equipment, packaging of MIL-P-3684
Procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde for DSA TM 746-221

selected secondary support items for utility equipment
Procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde for TM 746-186

floating equipment
Procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde for Guided TM 746-146

Missiles AGM-22B, ATM-22B, and M22 Subsystem Test Equipment
Procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment and retrograde for LANCE TM 746-229

Guided Missile Major Items (LANCE Guided Missile System)
Procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde for TM 746-227

NIKE-HERCULES Guided Missile Major Items (NIKE-HERCULES
Air Defense Guided Missile Systems)
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Products, non-ferrous (other than aluminum, magnesium, copper, or their MIL-N-3944
alloys), packaging of

Products, steel mill, preparation for shipment and storage MIL-STD-163
Projection set, motion picture, sound AN/PFP-1( ) and units of, packaging MIL-P-55395(EL)

and packing of
Propellers, propeller spares, and propeller accessories, preservation, MIL-P-6074

packaging, and packing of
Public address set AN/TIQ-2( ), packaging and packing of MIL-P49026(EL)
Public address set AN/TIQ-3( ), packaging and packing of MIL-P-13616(EL)
Public address set AN/UIH-5( ), packaging and packing of MIL-P-55610(EL)
Pumps and pumping units, centrifugal, power-driven, for water, MIL-P-10603

packaging of
Pumps, deep-well, packaging of MIL-P-710
Pyrotechnics, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde TM 750-176

Race assembly, turret traversing, for tanks M46, M46A1, M47, M48, MIL-R-13887
M48A1, M48A2, M103 and M103A1, preparation for shipment and
storage of

Radar interrogator set AN/TPX-19, 20, 26 and 27, packaging and packing of MIL-P-11809(EL)
Radar set AN/APN-22, packaging and packing of MIL-R-55404(EL)
Radar set AN/APN-158, packaging and packing of MIL-R-55515(EL)
Radar set AN/SPN-11( ) and units of packaging and packing of MIL-R49004(EL)
Radar set AN/SPN-18 and 18X, packaging-and packing of MIL-R-45291(EL)
Radio receiving sets AN/FRR-38( ), AN/FRR-40( ) and AN/FRR-1( ) MIL-R-12008(EL)

and units of, packaging and packing of
Radio receiving sets AN/URR-29 and AN/URR-29X, packaging and MIL-R-11623(EL)

packing of
Radio set AN/ARC44( ) and units of packaging and packing of MIL-R-14477(EL)
Radio set, AN/ARC-55( ) and units of packaging and packing of MIL-R-45297(EL)
Radio set AN/ARC-0( ) and units of, packaging and packing of MIL-R-55390(EL)
Radio set AN/ARN-30( ), units of packaging and packing of MIL-R-45284(EL)
Radio set AN/FRC-15( ), packaging and packing of MIL-R-45290(EL)
Radio set AN/GRC-10( ) and units of, packaging and packing of MIL-R-14375(EL)
Radio set AN/GRC-19, packaging and packing of MIL-R-12454(EL)
Radio set AN/GRA-54( ), packaging and packing of MIL-R-55595
Radio set AN/GRC-103(V) and units of, packaging and packing of MIL-R45292(EL)
Radio set AN/GRC-109( ), packaging and packing of MIL-R-55525(EL)
Radio set AN/PRC-21( ), packaging and packing of MIL-R-14495(EL)
Radio set AN/SRC-8, AN/SRC-8X, AN/SRC-8Y, AN/SRC-8Z, MIL-R49022(EL)

AN/SRC-8XX, or AN/SRC-8AZ and units of packaging and packing of
Radio set control group AN/GRA-6( ), packaging and packing of MIL-R-12292(EL)
Radiosonde sets AN/AMT4( ), AN/AMQ-9 and AN/AMT-12( ), MIL-R-11091(EL)

packaging and packing of
Range, calibrator TS-573( )/UP, packaging and packing of MIL-R-55397(EL)
Ranges, packaging and packing of MIL-R-11337
Receiver, radio R-394( )/U, packaging and packing of MIL-R-55373(EL)
Receiver, radio R445( )/ARN-30, packaging and packing of MIL-R-55387(EL)
Receiver, radio R-520( )/URR, packaging and packing of MIL-R-55399(EL)
Receiving set, radio AN/FRR-39 and units of, packaging and packing of MIL-R-12009(EL)
Recovery vehicle, full-tracked, light, armored, M578, processing for MIL-R46710

storage and shipment of
Recovery vehicles, full tracked, light armored, XM806 and XM806E1, MIL-R-62153(AT)

processing for shipment and storage of
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Recovery vehicle, full-tracked, medium, M88, processing for MIL-R-45378
storage and shipment of

Rectifier section, topographic mapping set, truck mounted, packaging of MIL-R-52676(ME) .
Refrigeration and cooling equipment (excluding household refrigerators), MIL-R-3593

packaging of
Refrigeration equipment, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, TM 746-215

and retrograde for
Refrigerators and related equipment, packaging and packing of MIL-R-12323
Relay, solenoid, packaging and packing of MIL-R-55452(EL)
Repair equipment, pneumatic target, packaging of MIL-R-12499
Repair kit, inflatable craft, pneumatic floats and boats, small, MIL-R-58045(ME)

packaging of
Repair kit, plastic boat, packaging of MIL-R-58047(ME)
Repair kit, stereoplotter, projection: supplementary multiplex MIL-R-11429

equipment and repair parts, packaging of
Reproduction set, silk screen process: Sign reproduction, packaging of MIL-R-52671(ME)
Resistors, preparation for delivery of MIL-R-39032
Rocket engines, liquid propellant, preparation for storage and shipment of MIL-R-6124
Rollers, motorized, road, diesel-or gasoline-engine-driven, packaging of MIL-R-3075
Roofing felt, in rolls, packaging of MIL-R-3423
Rotary wing aircraft, US Army, procedures for rapid deployment, TM 750-134

redeployment, and retrograde of
Selected support items for tank-automotive equipment, procedures for TM 750-202

rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde
Selected support items, weapons, procedures for rapid deployment, TM 750-204

redeployment, and retrograde
Semiconductor devices, packaging of MIL-S-19491
Service kit, portable flamethrower riot control agent dispenser, M27, TM 750-159

procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde
Service unit, flamethrower, truck-mounted, M4A2, procedures for rapid TM 750-160

deployment, redeployment, and retrograde
Set, supplementary equipment, topographic photomapping, packaging of MIL-S-52561
Set, surveying, planetable, set No.  8, packaging of MIL-S-3405
Set, surveying, triangulation reconnaissance, specialized, packaging of MIL-S-52541
Set, training camouflage, company, packaging of MIL-C-11406
Shelter, electrical equipment (containing equipment), packaging and packing of MIL-S-55505(EL)
Shelter, electrical equipment (empty), packaging and packing of MIL-S-55507(EL)
Shielding of magnetron tubes and magnets for air shipment MIL-S-4473
Ship and marine equipment, procedures for rapid deployment, TM 750-191

redeployment, and retrograde
Shipment, handling, storage, inspection care, and preservation (Improved TM 740-525

HAWK Air Defense Guided Missile System)
Shoe repairing equipment, procedures for rapid deployment, TM 750-212

redeployment, and retrograde for
Shop equipment, cartographic instrument repair, field maintenance, MIL-S-3419

packaging of
Shop set, ordnance disposal, procedures for rapid deployment, TM 750-165

redeployment, and retrograde
Sight, computing, M38, packaging of MIL-S-14487
Sighting and fore control items, procedures for rapid deployment, TM 750-135

redeployment, and retrograde
Sign-painting set, set 1, packaging of MIL-S-3489
Small arms ammunition, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, TM 750-173

and retrograde
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Small arms, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde TM 750-136
Sound ranging set GR-8( ), packaging and packing of MIL-S-10956(EL)
Special authorization and procedures for issues, sales, and loans AR 725-1
Special industry machinery, procedures for rapid deployment, TM 746-195

redeployment, and retrograde
Sprayers, packaging of MIL-S-12651
Standards, fire control electronic calibration, packaging MIL-F45687
Storage and Maintenance of Prepositional Materiel Configured to Unit TM 38-450

Sets (POMCUS)
Stylus assembly, packaging and packing of MIl-S-55604(EL)
Sulfuric acid, electrolyte, packaging, packing, and marking for MIL-S-207

shipment and storage of
Supplementary equipment, maintenance company; packaging of MIL-S-52547
Supplementary set, bridge, troop support, packaging of MIL-S-52836(ME)
Surveying control section, truck mounted, packaging of MIL-S-52697
Surveying instruments and accessories, packaging of MIL-S-3534
Surveying set, artillery-fire-control: fourth order, packaging of MIL-S-52365
Surveying set, astronomic position, packaging of MIL-S-52729(ME)
Surveying set, general purpose: for planimetric construction and MIL-S-52362

topographic surveys, packaging of
Surveying set, precise baseline: Specialized set for first-order accuracy, MIL-S-3404

packaging of
Surveying set, precise leveling, for spirit leveling of second-order MIL-S-3425

accuracy, packaging of
Surveying set, supplementary equipment, topographic battalion, set No.  15, MIL-S-13224

packaging of
Surveying set, topographic company, packaging of MIL-S-12991
Surveying set, triangulation, principal observer and signal tender, MIL-S-52548(ME)

packaging of
Survey set, hydrology, packaging of MILS-52792(ME)
Switchboard SB-66( )/FGC, packaging and packing of MIL-S-14408(EL)
Switches, preparation for delivery of MIL-S-28786
Synchros, resolvers, and servo motors, packaging of MIL-S-12134
Tachometer, electronic TS-806( )/U, packaging and packing of MIL-T-49009(EL)
Tank assembly, fabric, collapsible, 10, 000 gallon capacity; petroleum MIL-T-52073(ME)

products, packaging of
Tank, combat, full-tracked: 90-mm gun, M48 and M48A1; processing for MIL-T-62050(AT)

storage and shipment of
Tank, combat, full-tracked, 90-mm gun, M48A3, processing for storage and MIL-T46703

shipment of
Tank, combat, full-tracked, 105-mm gun, M60 and M60A1; MIL-T-45309

processing for storage and shipment of
Tank, combat, full-tracked, 120-mm gun, M103A2, processing for storage MIL-T-46773

and shipment of
Tank recovery vehicle, heavy, M51, preparation for storage and shipment of MIL-T-45056
Tank, 76-mm gun, M41, M41A1, M41A2, and M41A3; processing for storage MIL-T-11527

and shipment of
Tape, gummed, packaging and packing of PPP-T-681
Tape, pressure sensitive adhesive, packaging and packing of PPP-T-680
Target set, radar, AN/UPM-38( ), packaging and packing of MIL-T-14287(EL)
Telephone set TA-236( )/FT, packaging and packing of MIL-T-55502(EL)
Telephoto lens and photocopying kit, MX-999( )/PF, packaging and MIL-T-45295(EL)

packing of
Teletypewriter set AN/PGC-1( ), packaging and packing of MIL-T-10991(EL)
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TITLE NUMBER

Teletypewriter sets AN/FGC-25( ), AN/FGC-25( )X, AN/FGC-26( ), and MIL-T-14482(EL)
AN/FGC-26( )X and units for, packaging of

Teletypewriter sets AN/FGC-56 and AN/FGC-58 and units of, packaging and MIL-T-45282(EL)
packing of

Teletypewriter sets TT-243/FG and TT-247/FG and units of, MIL-T-49000(EL)
packaging and packing of

Teletypewriter TT-271/FG, packaging and packing of MIL-T-45293(EL)
Terminals, telegraph AN/FCC-19 and AN/FCC-25, packaging and packing of MIL-T-55530(EL)
Test set, armature TS-965/U, packaging and packing of MIL-T-55547(EL)
Test set, battery, AN/USM-63, packaging and packing of MIL-T-55549(EL)
Test set, electronic circuit plug-in unit, AN/GSM-51( ), packaging and MIL-T-49012(EL)

packing of
Test set, gyromagnetic compass, AN/ASN-61( ), packaging and packing of MIL-T-49010(EL)
Test set, intercommunication TS-963( )/GSQ, packaging and packing of MIL-T-55388(EL)
Test set, mine canister, XM67, and test set, mine dispersing system, TM 750-207

XM68, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde
Test set, radar AN/APM-246, packaging and packing of MIL-T-55559(EL)
Test set, radar AN/UPM-96, packaging and packing of MIL-T-55394(EL)
Test set, radio AN/ARM-8( ), packaging and packing of MIL-T-55396(EL)
Test set, radio AN/ARM45( ), packaging and packing of MIL-T-55475(EL)
Test set, radio, AN/ARM-63( ), packaging and packing of MIL-T-55476(EL)
Test set, telephone, TS-700( )/FTM, packaging and packing of Mll-T-49033(EL)
Test set, teletypewriter, TS-383( ), packaging and packing of MIL-T-49011(EL)
Test set, teletypewriter, TS-611( )/FG, packaging and packing of MIL-T-11951(EL)
Test set, transistor TS-1836( )/U, packaging and packing of MIL-T-55545(EL)
Time measuring, instruments, packaging of PPP-T-360
Tire, pneumatic, and inner tube, pneumatic tire, tire with flap, packaging MIL-T-4

and packing of
Tires, pneumatic and tires, semi-pneumatic: installed on vehicles, MIL-T-46755(AT)

preparation for storage of
Tool and equipment kit, gas turbine engine: missile systems, packaging of MIL-T-52558
Tool kit TE-87-A, packaging and packing of PPP-T-1002
Tools and tool accessories for power driven, metal and wood machinery; PPP-T-1150

packaging and packing of
Tool sets, shop sets and kits (hardware, installation, modification and tool), MIL-T-45542

both common and special: packaging and packing of
Tool set TE-16, packaging and packing of MIL-T-14365(EL)
Tool set TE-56, packaging and packing of MIL-T-10864(EL)
Topographic, surveying and reproduction equipment, procedures for rapid TM 750-188

deployment, redeployment, and retrograde
Towed vehicles, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, TM 750-139

and retrograde
Tower, antenna, AB-127( )/FR, packaging and packing of MIL-T-14475(EL)
Tractor, full-tracked, low speed; tractor, wheeled, agriculture; and tractor, MIL-T-3351

wheeled, industrial, and their attachments, packaging of
Trainers, tank turret, gunnery, M26, M48A2, and M30A1, M60A1, MIL-T-45555

processing for storage and shipment of
Transmissions, CD 500 series and CD 850 series inspection, care and SB 9-128

preservation during storage
Transmitting set, radio AN/FRT-56, packaging and packing of MIL-T-49020(EL)
Trays, plastic, foam and clear PPP-T-1835
Tread rubber, for recapping pneumatic tires and solid rubber tires for MIL-T-13584

industrial and track laying vehicles, packaging and packing of
Tripod, M12, packaging of MIL-P-14225
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Tubes, electron, preparation for delivery of MIL-E-75
Turbines and gears, propulsion and auxiliary steam, (including repair MIL-P-17286

parts, tools, accessories and instruments), packaging of
US Army Mobility Equipment Command: Unboxed mobile equipment, TB 740-97-1

prepared for shipment (profile drawings)
US Army nonexpendable reusable shipping and storage containers SB 11-618
US Army Weapons Command nonexpendable reusable shipping and SB 725-12-1
Utility equipment, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, TM 750-187

and retrograde
Valves, fittings, and flanges (except for systems indicated herein), MIL-V-3

packaging of
Vehicle, armored, reconnaissance/airborne assault full-tracked, 152MM, MIL-A-62019

M551; processing for storage and shipments of
Vehicle, assault, full-tracked, amphibious, XM733, processing for MIL-A-45564

storage and shipment of
Vehicle, combat engineer, full-tracked, 165-mm gun, M728, MIL-V-62060(AT)

processing for storage and shipment of
Vehicles, wheeled, preparation for shipment and storage of MIL-V-62038
Vehicular equipment components, procedures for rapid deployment, TM 750-192

redeployment, and retrograde
Voltage standard, radio frequency, AN/URM-93A, packaging and packing of MIL-V-49019
Voltmeter, electronic AN/USM-98( ), packaging and packing of MIL-V-55354(EL)
Vulcanizing equipment, including related items, tire and tube, rebuild and MIL-V-45554

repair; preparation for delivery of
Wallboard, packaging of MIL-W-3448
Water pretreatment decontamination set, CB-Agents: packaging of MIL-W-52663(ME)
Water purification unit, and water purification equipment set, 420-GPH, MIL-W-52571

packaging of
Water purification unit, and water purification equipment set, 600 GPH; MIL-W-52624

packaging of
Water purification unit, electric-motor-driven, erdlator-type clarifier, MIL-W-52604(ME)

diatomite-type filter, van-body-mounted, 1,500 GPH and water
purification equipment set: 1,500 GPH; truck mounted, packaging of

Water purification units, and water purification equipment sets, MIL-W-52619(ME)
3, 000 GPH, packaging of

Waterload, waveguide, packaging and packing of MIL-W-55495(EL)
Wattmeter AN/URM-98( ), packaging and packing of MIL-W49005(EL)
Wattmeter, AN/USM-83( ), packaging and packing of MIL-W-49021(EL)
Wattmeter, ME-82( )/UP, packaging and packing of MIL-W-49069(EL)
Webbing and tape, textile, packaging and packing of MIL-W-43334
Welding and soldering equipment supplies and accessories, packaging of MIL-W-45562
Welding rods and electrodes; preparation for delivery of MIL-W-10430
Welding set, arc, inert gas shielded, -packaging of MIL-W-52686
Woodworking equipment, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, TM 750-198

and retrograde
Wrapping and packaging machinery, procedures for rapid deployment, TM 746-214

redeployment, and retrograde of
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Section IV.  PACKAGING MATERIAL PUBLICATIONS

TITLE NUMBER

ADHESIVES
Adhesive and sealing compounds, cellulose nitrate base, MMM-A-105

solvent type
Adhesive, paper label, water-resistant MMM-A-178
Adhesive, paper label, water-resistant, water emulsion type MMM-A-179
Adhesive, rubber base, general purpose MMM-A-1617
Adhesive, water-resistant (for closure of fiberboard boxes) MMM-A-250
Adhesive, water-resistant (for sealing waterproof paper) MMM-A-260

Sealing compound, noncuring, polybutene MIL-S-12158

BAGS AND SACKS
Bag, paper, foil, laminated, flare retardant UU-B-23
Bag, plastic, polyethylene PPP-B-26
Bags and envelopes, cellophane, for packaging PPP-B-15
Bags, barrier, w/volatile corrosion inhibitor treated liners MIL-B-40028
Bags, cotton, mailing PPP-B-20
Bags, paper, grocers UU-B-36
Bags, paper, (hardware) UU-B-38
Bags, shipping, and woven polypropylene PPP-B-1714
Bags, sleeves, and tubing, interior packaging MIL-B-117
Bags, textile, shipping, burlap, cotton, and waterproof laminated PPP-B-35
Bags, transparent, flexible, sealable, volatile corrosion inhibitor, MIL-B-22020

treated
Pouches, cushioned, flexible, electrostatic free, MIL-P-81997

reclosable, transparent
Sacks, shipping, paper UU-S-48
Sacks, shipping, paper (cushioned or reinforced) PPP-S-30
Sack, shipping, paper (reinforced) PPP-S-1927
Sacks, shipping paper (utility) PPP-S-1933

BARRELS AND KEGS
Barrels and kegs; wood slack PPP-B-1806

BARRIER MATERIALS
Aluminum foil QQ-A-1876
Barrier material, greaseproof, waterproof, flexible, high strength MIL-B-81374
Barrier material, greaseproofed, waterproofed, flexible MIL-B-121
Barrier material, waterproof, flexible; lumber protective MIL-B-43711
Barrier material, waterproof, flexible PPP-B-1055
Barrier material, waterproofed, flexible, all temperatures, heat- MIL-B-13239

sealable
Barrier materials, water-vaporproof, flexible, heat-sealable MIL-B-131
Barrier materials, flexible, electrostatic-free, water-vaporproof, MIL-B-81705

heat-sealable
Barrier materials, transparent, flexible, heat-sealable MIL-B-22191
Barrier materials, transparent, flexible, sealable, volatile corrosion, MIL-B-22019

Inhibitor treated
Plastic molding material and plastic extrusion material, polystyrene L-P-396
Plastic molding material, cellulose acetate L-P-397
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TITLE NUMBER

BARRIER MATERIALS - Continued
Plastic molding material, styrene-butadiene L-P-398
Plastic sheet and strip, polyester L-P-377
Plastic sheet and strip, thin gauge, polyolefin L-P-378
Plastic sheet, polycarbonate MIL-P-46144
Plastic sheet (sheeting); polyethylene L-P-512
Plastic sheet, transparent, for skin packaging MIL-P-45215
Plastic sheet, vinyl flexible MIL-P-51403
Plastic sheets, flexible, weather resistant, heat-sealable MIL-P-81598

for outdoor storage use
Sheet, plastic (sheeting); plastic strip; vinyl chloride polymer L-P-535

and vinyl chloride - vinyl acetate copolymer, rigid

BOARD
Board, composition, water-resistant, solid (for filler or MIL-B-3106

cushioning pads)
Chipboard UU-C-282
Fiberboard, corrugated and solid, sheet stock (container grade), PPP-F-320

and cut shapes
Stencilboard UU-S-625
Trays and boards, prepacking (paperboard and molded pulp) PPP-T-1999

BOXES
Box, corrugated fiberboard, high compression strength, weather PPP-B-1163

resistant, wax-resin impregnated
Box, fiberboard for packaging and packing personnel parachutes and MIL-B43273

canopy assemblies
Box, shipping and storage, helicopter blade MIL-B-5806
Box, shipping, fiberboard (highly weather resistant) PPP-B-1826
Box, shipping, reusable with cushioning PPP-B-1672
Box, wood, cleated, veneer, paper overlaid PPP-B-576
Boxes, fiberboard, corrugated (modular sizes) MIL-B-17757
Boxes, fiberboard, corrugated, triple-wall PPP-B-640
Boxes, fiberboard, one-piece folder, special purpose MIL-B43692
Boxes, folding, paperboard PPP-B-566
Boxes, paperboard, metal edged and components PPP-B-665
Boxes, setup PPP-B-676
Boxes, setup, mailing, dental MIL-B-37173
Boxes, shipping consolidation MIL-B-43666
Boxes, shipping.  corrugated fiberboard, high strength, PPP-B-1364

weather resistant, double-wall
Boxes, shipping, fiberboard PPP-B-636
Boxes, shipping, fiberboard, wood-cleated PPP-B-591
Boxes, wood, cleated-plywood PPP-B-601
Boxes, wood, household goods PPP-B-580
Boxes, wood, nailed and lock comer PPP-B-621
Boxes, wood, wirebound PPP-B-585
Boxes, wood, wirebound, pallet type PPP-B-587
Boxes, wood-cleated, skidded, load-bearing base MIL-B-26195
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CAPS, PLUGS, AND SLEEVES
Caps and plugs, protective, dust and moisture seal, general MIL-C-5501

specification for

CLEANING MATERIALS
Acid, hydrochloric, inhibited, rust-removing MIL-A-13528
Carbon removing compound P-C-111
Cleaning compound, aircraft service MIL-C-43616
Cleaning compound, aircraft surface, alkaline waterbase MIL-C-25769
Cleaning compound, alkali, boiling vat (soak) or hydrosteam P-C-436
Cleaning compound, degreasing and depreserving solvent, self- MIL-C-11090

emulsifying
Cleaning compound, high pressure (steam) cleaner P-C-437
Cleaning compound, platers electro-cleaning for steel P-C-535
Cleaning compound, solvent O-C-1889
Cleaning compound, solvent (for bore of small arms and automatic MIL-C-372

aircraft weapons)
Cleaning compound, solvent, grease removal, heavy duty MIL-C-20207
Cleaning compound, solvent soluble, grease-emulsifying P-C-444
Cleaning compound, solvent, Trichlortrifluoroethone MIL-C-81302
Cleaning compound, w/conditioner and inhibitor for engine cooling MIL-C-10597

systems
Cleaning solution and rinsing solution-watch, waterless O-C-435
Corrosion preventive compound and surface sealer for nonferrous MIL-C-82594

metals
Corrosion preventive compounds, cold application (for motor vehicles) MIL-C-83933
Corrosion preventive, fingerprint remover MIL-C-15074
Corrosion removing and metal conditioning compound (phosphoric MIL-C-10578

acid base)
Corrosion removing compound, sodium hydroxide base, for MIL-C-14460

electrolytic or immersion application
Corrosion removing compound, sodium hydroxide base, for MIL-C-46156(MR)

immersion application
Detergents, general purpose, liquid, nonionic MIL-D-16791
Dry cleaning solvent P-D-680
Ethyl alcohol (ethanol), denatured alcohol, and proprietary solvent O-E-760
Grain, abrasive, soft (for carbon removal) MIL-G-5634
Methyl-ethyl-ketone, technical TT-M-261
Soap, saddle P-S-609
Solvent, cleaning, high temperature pressure spray MIL-S-10561
Tetrachloroethylene (Perchloroethylene), technical grade O-T-236
Thinner, paint, volatile mineral spirits (petroleum spirits) TT-T-291
Trichloroethylene, technical O-T-634

CLOTH
Cloth, cheesecloth, cotton, bleached and unbleached CCC-C-440
Cloth, onsaburg cotton CCC-C-429
Cloth, burlap, jute (or kenaf) CCC-C-467
Cloth and strip, laminated, vinyl-nylon, high strength, flexible MIL-C-43006
Rag, wiping, cotton and cotton-synthetic DDD-R-30
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COATINGS, PROTECTIVE
Coating compound, bituminous, solvent type, black MIL-C-450
Coating compound, strippable, sprayable MIL-C-16555
Coating compound, temporary protective for retrograde materials MIL-C-46157(MR)
Coating, epoxy-polyamide MIL-C-22750
Coating system, bridging, strippable, sprayable MIL-C-3254
Coatings, sprayable, strippable, protective, water emulsion MIL-C-6799
Corrosion preventive compound, water displacing, ultra-thin film MIL-C-81309

fielded motor vehicles)
Corrosion preventive compound cold application (for MIL-C-62218(AT)
Grease, silicone MIL-G-46886(MI)
Plastic coating compound, strippable, cold dipping, 120 degrees F MIL-P-45021
Plastic coating compound, strippable (hot dipping) MIL-P-149
Plastic, plastisol (for coating metallic objects) MIL-P-20689
Preservative coating, rubber, for rubber surfaces MIL-P-11520
Sealing compound (dipcoat) W-S-190

CONTAINERS
Bottles, screw cap and carboys, polyethylene, plastic MIL-B-26701
Box, metal, shipping, reusable, transporter, controlled humidity, MIL-B-52508

steel 270-cubic foot capacity, 9000 pound maximum load
Boxes, metal, shipping: Reusable, transporter, steel, maximum MIL-B11886

load 9,000 lbs
Can, hermetic sealing, aluminum, two-piece MIL-C-26094
Cans, composite, for dry products PPP-C-55
Cans, composite, with metal ends, for liquid items PPP-C-1581
Cans, fiber, spirally wound MIL-C-3955
Cans, metal, 28 gage and lighter PPP-C-96
Can, telescope top PPP-C-58
Cases, shipping, motion picture film, 16mm MIL-C-307
Cases, transit and storage, waterproof and water-vaporproof MIL-C-4150
Chest: 10548700 MIL-C-50705
Container, cargo MIL-C-52661(ME)
Container, flexible, reusable, water-vaporproof MIL-C-9959
Container, metal, shipping MIL-C-48192(MU)
Container, refrigerated, 8 feet x 8 feet x 20 feet, insulated MIL-C-52788
Container, shipping and storage, CNU-77/E23 MIL-C-38612
Container, shipping, reusable, 10539223 MIL-C-60181
Container, shipping, reusable, 10543526 MIL-C-60293(MU)
Container, shipping, reusable, 8566360 MIL-C-60228(MU)
Containers, desiccant, and storage-cases (for static MIL-C-3263

dehumidification) (shipboard use)
Containers, metal, with polyethylene inserts PPP-C-1337
Containers, packaging and packing for drugs, chemicals, and PPP-C-186

pharmaceuticals
Containers, reusable, shipping 10547128 MIL-C-60590
Containers, shipping, reusable, wood, aircraft engines MIL-C-4116
Containers, shipping and storage, metal reusable MIL-C-5584
Containers, shipping and storage, metal, reusable; for engines, MIL-C-14200

transmissions, differentials, transfers, and similar assemblies
Containers, shipping, reusable, 8246020 and 10539215 MIL-C-60104(MU)
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TITLE NUMBER

CONTAINERS - Continued
Containers, shipping, reusable, (boxes, crates) for transmission or MIL-C-10301(AT)

transfer assemblies of tank and automotive vehicles, and driving
axle assemblies of automotive vehicles

Containers, shipping, reusable for radar chronograph M36 MIL-C-60230(MU)
accessories

Shipping and storage container for Warhead Section, XM544, parts for MIL-S-48164(PA)

CRATES
Crate, slotted angle, steel or aluminum, for lightweight airframe MIL-C-9897

components and bulky items (for maximum loads of 3000 pounds)
Crate, wood, open, wirebound MIL-C-11133
Crates, sheathed, wood, wirebound MIL-C-22806
Crates, wood, for domestic and overseas shipment of airframe com- MIL-C-25731

ponents (2000 pound maximum net load)
Crates, wood, lumber and plywood sheathed, nailed and bolted MIL-C-104
Crates, wood, open 12,000 and 16,000-pound capacity MIL-C-3774
Crates, wood, open and covered PPP-C-650
Crates, wood, vehicular assemblies, reuseable shipping containers MIL-C-11264

for tank-automotive engines, transmissions, differentials,
transfers, final drives, and similar assemblies

Lagging, wood, wirebound PPP-L-1607

CUSHIONING MATERIALS
Cellular elastomeric materials, fabricated parts MIL-C-3133
Compound, plastic polyurethane MIL-C-47164
Cushioning material, celluosic PPP-C-843
Cushioning material, expanded polystyrene loose fill bulk (for PPP-C-1683

packaging application)
Cushioning material, flexible cellular, plastic film for packaging PPP-C-795

applications
Cushioning material, packaging, unicellular polyethylene PPP-C-1752
Cushioning material, plastic, open cell (for packaging applications) PPP-C-1842
Cushioning material, polystyrene expanded, resilient (for packaging PPP-C-850

uses)
Cushioning material, resilient, low density, unicellular, PPP-C-1797
Cushioning material, resilient, low density, unicellular, PPP-C-1797

polypropylene foam
Cushioning material, resilient type, general MIL-C-26861
Cushioning material, uncompressed bound fiber for packaging PPP-C-1120
Cushioning materials, fibrous glass MIL-C-17435
Cushioning materials, fibrous glass MIL-C-17435
Dunnage material, vermiculite and perlite (for packaging purposes) PPP-C-1924
Dunnage material, vermiculite and perlite (for packaging purposes) PPP-C-1924
Dunnage, pneumatic, cargo shoring PPP-D-1427
Excelsior, wood, fabricated pads and bulk form PPP-E-911
Felt sheet (hair) and felt roll (hair) C-F-202
Felt sheet, cloth, felt, wool, pressed C-F-206
Felt sheet, wool, compound impregnated, chock padding MIL-F-17057
Foam, polyurethane, open cell, medium flexibility MIL-F-47254
Foam, polyurethane, rigid MIL-F-47285(MI)
Honeycomb material, cushioning paper MI-tH-9884
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TITLE NUMBER

CUSHIONING MATERIALS - Continued
Insulator, thermal (vermiculite) HH-I-585
Pads, paper, macerated PPP-P-115
Paperboard, wrapping and cushioning PPP-P-291
Plastic material, cellular, elastomeric MIL-P-12420
Plastic material, cellular, polystyrene (for buoyancy applications) MIL-P-40619
Plastic material, cellular polyurethane foam-in-place, rigid, 2 and MIL-P-21929

4 pounds per cubic foot
Plastic molding material (polystyrene foam, expanded bead) MIL-P-19644
Polyether cushioning material, foam-in-place, flexible MIL-P-43226(MI)
Polyurethane foam, rigid or flexible, for packaging MIL-P-26514
Rubber, cellular, chemically blown MIL-R-6130
Rubber sheets and molded shapes, cellular, synthetic open cell MIL-R-20092

(foamed latex)
Rubber, synthetic, sheets, strips, molded or extruded shapes MIL-R-6855
Vermiculite, expanded MIL-V-23776(OS)

DESICCANTS, ACTIVATED
Desiccants, activated, bagged, packaging use and static MIL-D-3464

dehumidification
Desiccants, activated for dynamic dehumidification MIL-D-3716

DRUMS AND PAILS
Drum, metal, shipping and storage MIL-D-6054
Drum, metal shipping, steel, lightweight (55-gallon) PPP-D-711
Drum, metal shipping, steel, 16 and 30 gallon capacity PPP-D-705
Drums, fabric, collapsible, liquid fuel, cylindrical, 500 MIL-D-23119

gallon capacity
Drums, fiber PPP-D-723
Drums, metal, reconditioned, 55-gal (for shipment of noncorrosive PPP-D-732

material)
Drums, metal reusable, shipping and storage (cap.  from 88 to 510 MIL-D-6055

cubic inches)
Drums, plastic, molded polyethylene MIL-D-40030
Drums, shipping and storage, molded polyethylene, 15-gallon MIL-D-43703

capacity
Drums, shipping and storage, steel, 55-gallon (208 liters) PPP-D-729
Drums, shipping, steel, DOT-6A, DOT-6B, and DOT-17C PPP-D-736
Drums, steel, calcium carbide (100-pound capacity) MIL-D-195
Drums, shipping, steel, 55-gallon (24 and 21 gage reinforced) PPP-D-1152
Pails, cans and waste receptacles, packing of PPP-P-130
Pails, metal (shipping, steel, 1 through 12 gallon) PPP-P-704

ENVELOPES
Envelopes, packaging, cushioned PPP-E-1533
Envelopes, packaging, water-vaporproof, flexible MIL-E-6060
Envelopes, water-resistant, for packing list and shipping PPP-E-540

documents
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ETHYLENE GLYCOL
Antifreeze, arctic-type MIL-A-11755
Antifreeze, ethylene glycol, inhibited O-A-548
Antifreeze, ethylene glycol, inhibited, heavy duty, single package MIL-A-46153
Ethylene glycol, technical MIL-E-9500

GASKET MATERIALS
Cork and rubber composition sheet, for aromatic fuel and oil MIL-C-6183

resistant gaskets
Gasket material, non-metallic MIL-G-12803

INDICATORS
Indicator, humidity, card, chemically impregnated MIL-I-8835
Indicator, humidity, plug, color change MIL-1-26860

INK
Ink, marking, stencil, opaque (porous and non-porous surfaces) TT-I-1795

LABELS AND TAGS
Band, marking, blank, general specification for MIL-B-43436
Labels, paper, gummed UU-L-49
Tags, shipping and stock UU-T-81

LACQUER
Lacquer, lusterless, obliterating TT-L-40

LINER MATERIAL
Liners, case, and sheet, overwrap; water-vaporproof or waterproof, MIL-L-10547

flexible

NAILS AND FASTENING DEVICES
Bolts, hexagon and square FF-B-575
Bolts, (Screw), lag FF-B-561
Fasteners, wood joint, corrugated (saw edge) FF-F-133
Nails, brads, staples and spikes: wire, cut and wrought FF-N-105
Screw, wood FF-S-111
Tack FF-T-1813

PAINTS
Paint, fire retardant, olive drab (for wooden crates) MIL-P-52024
Paint, heat-resisting, olive drab (for steel surfaces) MIL-P-14105(CE)
Paint, stencil, flat TT-P-98
Paint, temporary, lusterless, gasoline removable MIL-P-13983
Paint, water emulsion type (for stenciling and obliterating) MIL-P-52108
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PALLET, SUPPORT SETS
Pallets, expendable PPP-P-1660
Support sets, stacking, material handling pallet MIL-S-21859

PALLETS, WOOD
Pallet, material handling, box type, wood (light duty) MIL-P-4894
Pallet, material handling, wood, double faced, (special design for MIL-P-43465

use with CONEX containers)
Pallet, material handling, wood, stringer construction, 2-way NN-P-71

and 4-way (partial)
Pallets, material handling, wood, post construction, 4-way entry MIL-P-15011
Pallet, material handling, wood, ship cargo, stevedoring, 48 inches MIL-P-15943

long by 72 inches wide, two-way entry
Pallet, material handling, plywood, double faced, stringer and NN-P-73

block construction

PANELS
Panels, full cleated, partially cleated and uncleated; plywood, MIL-P-9902

or veneer paper overlaid and solid fiberboard for box, modular systems

PAPER
Paper, kraft, wrapping UU-P-268
Paper, lens, tissue NNN-P-40
Paper, wrapping, chemically neutral, non-corrosive MIL-P-17667
Paper, wrapping, laminated and creped MIL-P-130
Paper, wrapping, tissue UU-P-553

PLYWOOD
Plywood, flat panel NN-P-530

POWDER
Talcum powder, plain U-T-30

PRESERVATIVE MATERIALS
Castor oil, technical JJJ-C-86
Corrosion preventive, aircraft engine MIL-C-6529
Corrosion preventive, aircraft engine, heavy oil type MIL-C-5545
Corrosion preventive compound, petrolatum, hot application MIL-C-11796
Corrosion preventive compound, solvent cutback, cold application MIL-C-16173
Corrosion preventive compound, water-emulsifiable, oil-type MIL-C-40084
Corrosion preventive oil, gas turbine engine, aircraft synthetic base MIL-C-8188
Corrosion preventive, petrolatum spraying application, for food MIL-C-10382

handling machinery and equipment
Grease, aircraft and instrument, gear and actuator screw MIL-G-23827
Grease, aircraft general purpose, wide temperature range MIL-G-81322
Grease, automotive and artillery MIL-G-10924
Hydraulic fluid, petroleum base, for preservation and operation MIL-H-6083
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TITLE NUMBER

PRESERVATIVE MATERIALS - Continued
Hydraulic fluid, rust-inhibited, fire-resistant, synthetic hydrocarbon MIL1-H-46170

base
Inhibitor, corrosion, liquid cooling system 0-1-490
Inhibitors, corrosion, volatile, crystalline MIL-I-22110
Leather dressing, mildew-preventive O-L-164
Lubrication oil, aircraft instrument, low volatility MIL-L-6085
Lubricating oil: chain, wire-rope, and exposed gear VV-L-751
Lubricating oil, gear, multi-purpose MIL-L-2105
Lubricating oil, general purpose, preservative, (water- VV-L-800

displacing, low temperature)
Lubricating oil, internal, combustion engine, preservation MIL-L-21260

and break-in
Lubricating oil, jet engine MIL-L-6081
Lubricating oil, low temperature, weapons MIL-L-14107
Lubricating oil, preservative, medium MIL-L-3150
Lubricant, solid film, air cured, corrosion-inhibiting MIL-L-46147
Lubricant, solid film, heat cured, corrosion inhibiting MIL-L-46010
Neat's foot oil C-N-200
Oil, soluble, corrosion preventative, for water injection systems MIL-C-4339
Packaging materials, volatile corrosion inhibitor treated, opaque MIL-P-3420
Preservation oil, contact and volatile corrosion-inhibited MIL-P-46002
Preservative coating, canvas TT-P-595
Preservative fluid, automotive brake system and components MIL-P-46046
Rust arresting coating (for treatment of rusted metal) MIL-R-10036
Wax emulsion (rust-inhibiting) MIL-W-3688
Wood preservative, fluor chrome arsenate phenol mixture TT-W-535
Wood preservative, tetrachlorophenol and pentachlorophenol; surface MI.-W-13518

sealing compound
Wood preservative, water repellent TT-W-572

PRIMER
Primer coating, lacquer, rust-inhibiting MIL-P-11414
Primer coating, phenolic, water immersible MIL-P-12742
Primer coating, synthetic (for brake drums) MIL-P-46093
Primer, coating, synthetic, rust-inhibiting lacquer resisting TT-P-664

PROTECTORS
Protector, packing list PPP-P-700

ROOFING
Roofing felt, asphalt-prepared, smooth surface SS-R-501

STEEL
Steel, sheet and strip, low carbon QQ-S-698

STRAPPING
Strapping, non-metallic (and connectors) PPP-S-760
Strapping, steel, flat and seals QQ-S-781
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TITLE NUMBER

TAPE
Insulation tape, electrical pressure sensitive adhesive and pressure MIL-1-15126

sensitive thermosetting adhesive
Tape, gummed, paper, reinforced and plain, for sealing PPP-T-45

and securing
Tape, packaging/masking, paper PPP-T-42
Tape, packaging, plastic film PPP-T-70
Tape, packaging, waterproof PPP-T60
Tape, pressure-sensitive adhesive (aluminum-backed) L-T-80
Tape, pressure-sensitive, adhesive (cellophane and cellulose L-T-90

acetate)
Tape, pressure-sensitive, adhesive, filament reinforced PPP-T-97
Tape, pressure-sensitive, adhesive, for preservation and sealing MIL-T-43115
Tape, pressure-sensitive, adhesive identification (acetate-fiber) L-T-99
Tape, packaging, paper (for carton sealing) PPP-T-76
Tape, pressure sensitive, adhesive, plastic film, filament MIL-T-43036

reinforced (for sealing fiber containers and cans)
Tape, pressure-sensitive, adhesive, polyester film L-T-100
Tape, pressure-sensitive adhesive, polyurethane foam MIL-T-46151
Tape, pressure-sensitive adhesive, preservation and sealing MIL-T-22085
Tape, pressure-sensitive adhesive, vinyl plastic film PPP-T-66
Tapes, pressure sensitive adhesive, paper, masking, nonstaining MIL-T-21595

TUBES
Plastic rods and tubes polyethylene MIL-P-21922
Tubes, mailing and filing PPP-T-495

TWINE
Twine, fibrous cotton, wrapping T-T-871
Twine, fibrous, jute T-T-911

VARNISH
Varnish, impregnating, electrical insulating (for fire control MIL-V-13497

instruments)
Varnish, moisture-and-fungus-resistant (for the treatment of MIL-V-173

communications, electronic, and associated electrical equipment)
Varnish, waterproofing, electrical, ignition MIL-V-13811

VENEER, PAPER OVERLAID
Veneer, paper overlaid, container grade PPP-V-205

WINDOWS
Windows, protective envelope (for installation in flexible MIL-W-10434
barrier materials)

WIRE, ROPE AND STRAND
Wire, rope and strand RR-W-410
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WOOD
Lumber, hardwood MM-L-736
Lumber, softwood MM-L-751
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Section V.  NUMERICAL LIST OF PUBLICATIONS

FEDERAL SPECIFICATIONS

NUMBER TITLE

C-F-202 Felt sheet (hair) and felt roll (hair)
C-F-206 Felt sheet, cloth, felt, wool, pressed
C-N-200 Neat's foot oil
L-P-377 Plastic sheet and strip, polyester
L-P-378 Plastic sheet and strip, thin gauge, polyolefin
L-P-396 Plastic molding material and plastic extrusion material, polystyrene
L-P-397 Plastic molding material, cellulose acetate
L-P-398 Plastic molding material, styrene-butadiene
L-P-512 Plastic sheet (sheeting); polyethylene
L-P-535 Plastic sheet (sheeting); plastic strip; vinyl chloride polymer and vinyl

chloride-vinyl acetate copolymer, rigid
L-T-80 Tape, pressure-sensitive adhesive (aluminum-backed)
L-T-90 Tape, pressure-sensitive, adhesive (cellophane and cellulose acetate)
L-T-99 Tape, pressure-sensitive, adhesive identification (acetate-fiber)
L-T-100 Tape, pressure-sensitive, adhesive, polyester film
O-A-548 Antifreeze, ethylene glycol, inhibited
O-C-435 Cleaning solution and rinsing solution-watch, waterless
O-C-1889 Cleaning compound, solvent
O-E-760 Ethyl alcohol (ethanol), denatured alcohol, and proprietary solvent
0-I-490 Inhibitor, corrosion, liquid cooling system
O-L-164 Leather dressing, mildew-preventive
O-T-236 Tetrachloroethylene (Perchloroethylene), technical grade
O-T-634 Trichloroethylene, technical
P-C-111 Carbon removing compound
P-C-436 Cleaning compound, alkali, boiling vat (soak) or hydrosteam
P-C-437 Cleaning compound, high pressure (steam) cleaner
P-C444 Cleaning compound, solvent soluble, grease emulsifying
P-C-535 Cleaning compound, platers electro-cleaning for steel
P-D-680 Dry cleaning solvent
P-S-609 Soap, saddle
T-T-871 Twine, fibrous cotton, wrapping
T-T-911 Twine, fibrous, jute
U-T-30 Talcum powder, plain
FF-B-561 Bolts (screw), lag
FF-B-575 Bolts, hexagon and square
FF-F-133 Fasteners, wood joint, corrugated (saw edge)
FF-N-105 Nails, brads, staples and spikes: wire, cut and wrought
FF-S-111 Screw, wood
FF-T-1813 Tack
HH-I-585 Insulator, thermal (vermiculite)
MM-L-736 Lumber, hardwood
MM-L-751 Lumber, softwood
NN-P-71 Pallets, material handling, wood, stringer construction, 2-way

and 4-way (partial)
NN-P-73 Pallets, material handling, plywood, double faced, stringer and block

construction
NN-P-530 Plywood, flat panel
QQ-A-1876 Aluminum foil
QQ-S-698 Steel, sheet and strip, low carbon
QQ-S-781 Strapping, steel, flat and seals
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FEDERAL SPECIFICATIONS - Continued

NUMBER TITLE

RR-W-410 Wire, rope and strand
SS-R-501 Roofing felt, asphalt-prepared, smooth surface
TT-I-1795 Ink, marking, stencil, opaque (porous and non-porous surfaces)
TT-L-40 Lacquer, lusterless, obliterating
TT-M-261 Methyl-ethyl-ketone, technical
TT-P-98 Paint, stencil, flat
TT-P-595 Preservative coating, canvas
TT-P-664 Primer, coating, synthetic, rust-inhibiting lacquer resisting
TT-T-291 Thinner, paint, volatile mineral spirits (petroleum spirits)
TT-W-535 Wood preservative, fluor chrome arsenate phenol mixture
TT-W-572 Wood preservative, water repellent
UU-B-23 Bag, paper, foil, laminated, flare retardant
UU-B-36 Bags, paper, grocers
UU-B-38 Bags, paper (hardware)
UU-C-282 Chipboard
UU-L-49 Labels, paper, gummed
UU-P-268 Paper, kraft, wrapping
UU-P-553 Paper, wrapping, tissue
UU-S-48 Sacks, shipping, paper
UU-S-625 Stencilboard
UU-T-81 Tags, shipping and stock
VV-L-751 Lubricating oil, chain, wire-rope, and exposed gear
VV-L-800 Lubricating oil, general purpose, preservative (water-displacing,

low temperature)
VV-S-190 Sealing compound (dipcoat)
CCC-C-429 Cloth, osnaburg, cotton
CCC-C-440 Cloth, cheesecloth, cotton, bleached and unbleached
CCC-C-467 Cloth, burlap, jute (or kenaf)
DDD-R-30 Rag, wiping, cotton and cotton-synthetic
JJJ-C-86 Castor oil, technical
MMM-A-105 Adhesive and sealing compounds, cellulose nitrate base, solvent type
MMM-A-178 Adhesive, paper label, water-resistant
MMM-A-179 Adhesive, paper label, water-resistant, water-emulsion type
MMM-A-250 Adhesive, water-resistant (for closure of fiberboard boxes)
MMM-A-260 Adhesive, water-resistant (for sealing waterproof paper)
MMM-A-1617 Adhesive, rubber base, general purpose
NNN-P-40 Paper, lens, tissue
PPP-A-1182 Aluminum ware, bakeshop and kitchen, packaging, packing, and marking of
PPP-B-15 Bags and envelopes, cellophane, for packaging
PPP-B-20 Bags, cotton, mailing
PPP-B-26 Bag, plastic, polyethylene
PPP-B-35 Bags, textile, shipping, burlap, cotton, and waterproof laminated
PPP-B-140 Batteries, storage, industrial, preparation for shipment and storage of
PPP-B-566 Boxes, folding, paperboard
PPP-B-576 Box, wood, cleated, veneer, paper overlaid
PPP-B-580 Boxes, wood, household goods
PPP-B-585 Boxes, wood, wirebound
PPP-B-587 Boxes, wood, wirebound, pallet type
PPP-B-591 Boxes, shipping, fiberboard, wood-cleated
PPP-B-601 Boxes, wood, cleated-plywood
PPP-B-621 Boxes, wood, nailed and lock corner
PPP-B-636 Boxes, shipping, fiberboard
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FEDERAL SPECIFICATIONS - Continued

NUMBER TITLE

PPP-B-638 Boxes, liners and sleeves, fiberboard, knocked down, flat; packing of
PPP-B-640 Boxes, fiberboard, corrugated, triple-wall
PPP-B-665 Boxes, paperboard, metal edged and components
PPP-B-676 Boxes, setup
PPP-B-1055 Barrier material, waterproof, flexible
PPP-B-1122 Balances, scales and accessories, packaging and packing of
PPP-B-1163 Box, corrugated fiberboard, high compression strength, weather

resistant, wax-resin impregnated
PPP-B-1364 Boxes, shipping, corrugated fiberboard, high strength, weather

resistant, double-wall
PPP-B-1672 Box, shipping, reusable with cushioning
PPP-B-1714 Bags, shipping, and woven polypropylene
PPP-B-1806 Barrels and kegs; wood slack
PPP-B-1826 Box, shipping, fiberboard (highly weather resistant)
PPP-B-1880 Brushes, preparation for delivery of
PPP-C-26 Canned-baked, and canned-steamed, and retorted subsistence items,

packaging and packing of
PPP-C-29 Canned subsistence items, packaging and packing of
PPP-C-55 Cans, composite, for dry products
PPP-C-58 Can, telescope top
PPP-C-96 Cans, metal, 28 gage and lighter
PPP-C-186 Containers, packaging and packing for drugs, chemicals, and pharmaceuticals
PPP-C-300 Chemicals, liquid, packaging and packing of
PPP-C-301 Chemicals, dry and paste, packaging and packing of
PPP-C-650 Crates, wood, open and covered
PPP-C-795 Cushioning material, flexible cellular, plastic film

for packaging applications
PPP-C-843 Cushioning material, cellulosic
PPP-C-850 Cushioning material, polystyrene expanded, resilient (for packaging uses)
PPP-C-1120 Cushioning material, uncompressed bound fiber for packaging
PPP-C-1337 Containers, metal, with polyethylene inserts
PPP-C-1581 Cans, composite, with metal ends, for liquid items
PPP-C-1683 Cushioning material, expanded polystyrene loose fill bulk (for packaging

application)
PPP-C-1752 Cushioning material, packaging, unicellular polyethylene
PPP-C-1797 Cushioning material, resilient, low density, unicellular,

polypropylene foam
PPP-C-1842 Cushioning material, plastic, open cell (for packaging applications)
PPP-C-1924 Dunnage material, vermiculite and perlite (for packaging purposes)
PPP-D-705 Drum, metal shipping, steel, 16 and 30 gallon capacity
PPP-D-711 Drum, metal shipping, steel, lightweight, 55 gallon
PPP-D-723 Drum, fiber
PPP-D-729 Drum, shipping and storage, steel, 55 gallon (208 liters)
PPP-D-732 Drum, metal, reconditioned, 55 gal (for shipment of noncorrosive materials)
PPP-D-736 Drums, shipping, steel DOT-6A, DOT-6B and DOT-17C
PPP-D-1152 Drum, shipping, steel, 55 gallon (24 and 21 gage reinforced)
PPP-D-1427 Dunnage, pneumatic, cargo shoring
PPP-E-540 Envelopes, water-resistant, for packing list and shipping documents
PPP-E-911 Excelsior, wood, fabricated pads and bulk form
PPP-E-1533 Envelopes, packaging, cushioned
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FEDERAL SPECIFICATIONS - Continued

NUMBER TITLE

PPP-F-320 Fiberboard, corrugated and solid, sheet stock (container grade), and
cut shapes

PPP-F-685 Fruits and vegetables, fresh, packaging, packing, and marking of
PPP-F-690 Frozen fruits, frozen fruit juices, and frozen vegetables:

packaging, packing, labeling, and marking of
PPP-G-460 Containers, glass, one-gallon capacity and smaller, for other than

medicinal products, packaging and packing of
PPP-H-1581 Hardware (fasteners and related items), packaging and packing for

shipment and storage of
PPP-I-350 Individual servings of subsistence, packaging and packing of
PPP-L-1607 Lagging, wood, wirebound
PPP-P-16 Chemicals, liquid photographic dry, general specification for packaging of
PPP-P-25 Printing and stationery paper, packaging and packing of
PPP-P-40 Packaging and packing of hand tools
PPP-P-45 Packaging of bulk quantities of soaps, detergents, and related products

(chip, powdered, or granular form) for domestic and overseas shipment
PPP-P-50 Packaging and packing of thread, for domestic and overseas shipment
PPP-P-115 Pads, paper, macerated
PPP-P-130 Pails, cans, and waste receptacles, packing of
PPP-P-225 Preparation for delivery requirements for desks, general office, steel
PPP-P-291 Paperboard, wrapping and cushioning
PPP-P-600 Porcelain enamel products and major household appliances, electrical

and mechanical requirements for packing
PPP-P-620 Poultry, chilled and frozen, ready-to-cook (eviscerated), packaging

and packing of
PPP-P-700 Protector, packing list
PPP-P-704 Pails, metal (shipping, steel (1 through 12-gallon))
PPP-P-1132 Packaging and packing of woolen, worsted and wool blend (synthetic fiber;

cotton) fabrics
PPP-P-1133 Packaging and packing of synthetic fiber fabrics
PPP-P-1134 Packaging and packing of cotton and cotton-synthetic fiber blend fabrics

(excluding duck fabrics)
PPP-P-1135 Fabrics, duck, (cotton: synthetic fiber; cotton-synthetic fiber blends),

packaging and packing of
PPP-P-1136 Fabrics, coated (plastic; rubber) and laminated, packaging and packing of
PPP-P-1148 Packaging and packing of typewriters
PPP-P-1260 Plywood, packaging, packing, and marking of
PPP-P-1655 Pail, plastic, shipping and storage
PPP-P-1656 Packing and packaging, fluorescent light fixtures
PPP-P-1660 Pallets, expandable
PPP-P-1875 Preparation for delivery requirements for chairs, metal and plastic, office
PPP-P-1877 Packaging and packing of wood office furniture
PPP-P-1882 Preparation for delivery requirements for templates, triangles, curves,

protractors and related drafting aids
PPP-P-1892 Paints, varnish, lacquer, and related materials packaging, packing,

and marking of
PPP-P-1899 Preparation for delivery requirements for tables, steel, general office
PPP-P-1998 Preparation for delivery requirements for storage sections, overfile, steel
PPP-P-2008 Preparation for delivery requirements for partitions, office, steel
PPP-S-30 Sacks, shipping, paper (cushioned or reinforced)
PPP-S-760 Strapping, non-metallic (and connectors)
PPP-S-1927 Sack, shipping, paper (reinforced)
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FEDERAL SPECIFICATIONS - Continued

NUMBER TITLE

PPP-S-1933 Sacks, shipping paper (utility)
PPP-T-42 Tape, packaging/masking paper
PPP-T45 Tape, gummed, paper, reinforced and plain, for sealing and securing
PPP-T-60 Tape, packaging, waterproof
PPP-T-66 Tape, pressure-sensitive adhesive, vinyl plastic film
PPP-T-70 Tape, packaging, plastic film
PPP-T-76 Tape, packaging, paper (for carton sealing)
PPP-T-97 Tape, pressure-sensitive adhesive, filament reinforced
PPP-T-360 Time measuring instruments, packaging of
PPP-T-495 Tubes, mailing and filing
PPP-T-680 Tape, pressure-sensitive adhesive, packaging and packing of
PPP-T-681 Tape, gummed, packaging and packing of
PPP-T-1002 Tool kit TE-87-A, packaging and packing of
PPP-T-1150 Tools and tool accessories for power driven, metal and woodworking

machinery; packaging and packing of
PPP-T-1835 Trays, plastic, foam and clear
PPP-T-1999 Trays and boards, prepacking (paperboard and molded pulp)
PPP-V-205 Veneer, paper overlaid, container grade

MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS

MIL-V-3 Valves, fittings, and flanges (except for systems indicated herein),
packaging of

MIL-T-4 Tire, pneumatic, and inner tube, pneumatic tire, tire with flap,
packaging and packing of

MIL-E-75 Tubes, electron, preparation for delivery of
MIL-C-104 Crates, wood, lumber and plywood sheathed, nailed and bolted
MIL-P-116 Preservation-packaging, methods of
MIL-B-117 Bags, sleeves, and tubing, interior packaging
MIL-B-121 Barrier material, greaseproofed, waterproofed, flexible
MIL-P-130 Paper, wrapping, laminated and creped
MIL-B-131 Barrier material, water-vaporproof, flexible, heat-sealable
MIL-P-149 Plastic coating, compound, strippable (hot dipping)
MIL-V-173 Varnish, moisture-and-fungus resistant (for the treatment of communications,

electronic, and associated electrical equipment)
MIL-D-195 Drums, steel, calcium carbide (100-pound capacity)
MIL-B-197 Bearings, anti-friction, associated parts and subassemblies, packaging of
MIL-S-207 Sulfuric acid, electrolyte, packaging, packing, and marking for shipment

and storage of
MIL-B-208 Battery, storage, lead acid, automotive and Navy portable (except

aircraft), packaging of
MIL-C-307 Cases, shipping, motion picture film, 16mm
MIL-C-372 Cleaning compound, solvent (for bore of small arms and automatic

aircraft weapons)
MIL-C-450 Coating compound, bituminous, solvent type, black
MIL-T-704 Treatment and painting of material
MIL-P-710 Pumps, deep-well, packaging of
MIL-G-762 Graders, road, packaging of
MIL-D-771 Distributors, bitumen and water, packaging of
MIL-P-775 Packaging of hose, hose assemblies; rubber, plastic, fabric, or metal

(including tubing); and fittings, nozzles, and striners
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MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS - Continued

NUMBER TITLE

MIL-M-1018 Meat cuts and sausage products (chilled or frozen) for domestic and
overseas shipment, packaging, packing, labeling and marking of

MIL-C-1470 Cereals, Breakfast, prepared (ready-to-eat) and uncooked; packaging,
packing, labeling, and marking of

MIL-L-1497 Labeling of metal cans for subsistence items
MIL-L-2105 Lubricating oil, gear, multi-purpose
MIL-B-2316 Bakery equipment, including unit assemblies, repair parts and tools,

preparation for delivery of
MIL-R-3075 Rollers, motorized, road, diesel-or gasoline-engine driven, packaging of
MIL-B-3106 Board, composition, water-resistant, solid (for filler or cushioning pads)
MIL-C-3131 Cordage, preparation for delivery of
MIL-C-3133 Cellular elastomeric materials, fabricated parts
MIL-L-3150 Lubricating oil, preservative, medium
MIL-L-3153 Laundry and dry cleaning machinery and equipment (for fixed installations)

preparation for delivery of
MIL-B-3180 Boilers and related equipment for field use, packaging of
MIL-P-3184 Packaging of machinery, deck and vehicle mounted with associated equip-

ment and repair parts
MIL-D-3209 Distillation units, water, thermocompression-type, packaging of
MIL-F-3222 Floodlights and lanterns, packaging of
MIL-C-3254 Coating system, bridging, strippable, sprayable
MIL-C-3263 Containers, desiccant, and storage-cases (for static dehumidification)

(shipboard use)
MIL-H-3280 Hoists, chain, manually operated, packaging of
MIL-F-3296 Forges, furnaces and ovens (exclusive of space heating and cooking),

packaging of
MIL-F-3315 Ferry conversion set, raft: infantry support, packaging of
MIL-D-3344 Diving equipment set: two persons; 100 foot depth, packaging of
MIL-T-3351 Tractor, full-tracked, low speed; tractor, wheeled, agriculture;

and tractor, wheeled, industrial, and their attachments, packaging of
MIL-S-3404 Surveying set, precise baseline: Specialized set for first-order accuracy,

packaging of
MIL-S-3405 Set, surveying, planetable, set No.  8, packaging of
MIL-S-3419 Shop equipment, cartographic instrument repair, field maintenance,

packaging of
MIL-P-3420 Packaging materials, volatile corrosion inhibitor treated, opaque
MIL-R-3423 Roofing felt, in rolls, packaging of
MIL-S-3425 Surveying set, precise leveling, for spirit leveling of second-order accuracy,

packaging of
MIL-P-3447 Paper, map "except diazo-sensitized, " packaging and packing of
MIL-W-3448 Wallboard, packaging of
MIL-N-3451 Navigation set, land vehicular, position obtained by dead reckoning,

packaging of
MIL-P-3454 Life preservers, packaging and packing of
MIL-D-3464 Desiccants, activated, bagged, packaging use and static dehumidification
MIL-S-3489 Sign-painting set, set 1, packaging of
MIL-S-3534 Surveying instruments and accessories, packaging of
MIL-C-3580 Cranes and crane-shovels, truck crawler, and wheel mounted, full

revolving, and their attachments, packaging of
MIL-R-3593 Refrigeration and cooling equipment (excluding household refrigerators),

packaging of
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MILIITARY SPECIFICATIONS - Continued

NUMBER TITLE

MIL-C-3600 Compressors, rotary, power-driven; and compressors, reciprocating,
power-driven: air and gas (except oxygen and refrigerant),
packaging of

MIL-C-3615 Cameras, copying, lithographic, packaging of
MIL-P-3684 Printing, duplicating and bookbinding equipment, packaging of
MIL-M-3685 Machines, computing, desk type, and portable type with carrying case;

motor driven and hand operated; packaging and packing of
MIL-W-3688 Wax emulsion (rust-inhibiting)
MIL-M-3713 Machines, dictating, recording and transcribing, desk type and

hood type, packaging and packing of
MIL-D-3716 Desiccants, activated for dynamic dehumidification
MIL-C-3774 Crates, wood, open 12,000 and 16,000-pound capacity
MIL-A-3816 Abrasives and abrasive products for shipment and storage, packaging

and packing of
MIL-P-3819 Pneumatic tool outfit: 600 CFM, compressed air, packaging of
MIL-B-3865 Blocks, rope, tackle: packaging of
MIL-N-3944 Products, non-ferrous (other than aluminum, magnesium, copper, or their

alloys), packaging of
MIL-C-3955 Cans, fiber, spirally wound
MIL-C-3993 Copper and copper-base alloy mill products; packaging of
MIL-M-3996 Mattresses (except pneumatic types), packaging and packing of
MIL-C-4116 Containers, shipping, reusable, wood, aircraft engines
MIL-C-4150 Cases, transit and storage, waterproof and water-vaporproof
MIL-C-4339 Oil, soluble, corrosion preventative, for water injection systems
MIL-S-4473 Shielding of magnetron tubes and magnets for air shipment
MIL-P-4861 Packing, preformed, rubber, packaging of
MIL-P-4894 Pallet material handling, box type, wood (light duty)
MIL-C-5501 Caps and plugs, protective, dust and moisture seal, general specification for
MIL-C-5545 Corrosion preventive, aircraft engine, heavy oil type
MIL-C-5584 Containers, shipping and storage, metal reusable
MIL-E-5595 Engines, aircraft, gas turbine, corrosion prevention pre-oiling and

ground operation of, processes for
MIL-E-5607 Engine, gas turbine, preparation for storage and shipment of, process for
MIL-P-5610 Parachute assemblies and subassemblies, packaging and packing of
MIL-G-5634 Grain, abrasive, soft (for carbon removal)
MIL-B-5806 Box, shipping and storage, helicopter blade
MILI-D-6054 Drum, metal, shipping and storage
MIL-D-6055 Drums, metal reusable, shipping and storage (cap.  from 88 to 510

cubic inches)
MIL-E-6058 Engine, aircraft reciprocating, preparation for shipment and storage of
MIL-E-6059 Engines, aircraft, reciprocating, processes for corrosion protection,

preoiling, and ground operations of
MIL-E-6060 Envelopes, packaging, water-vaporproof, flexible
MIL-P-6063 Packaging of batteries, storage, charged and dry-uncharged and moist,

general specification for
MIL-P-6074 Propellers, propeller spares, and propeller accessories, preservation,

packaging, and packing of
MIL-L-6081 Lubricating oil, jet engine
MIL-H-6083 Hydraulic fluid, petroleum base, for preservation and operation
MIL-L-6085 Lubrication oil, aircraft instrument, low volatility
MIL-R-6124 Rocket engines, liquid propellant, preparation for storage and shipment of
MIL-R-6130 Rubber, cellular, chemically blown
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MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS - Continued
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MIL-C-6183 Cork and rubber composition sheet, for aromatic fuel and oil
resistant gaskets

MIL-C-6529 Corrosion preventive, aircraft engine
MIL-C-6799 Coatings, sprayable, strippable, protective, water emulsion
MIL-R-855 Rubber, synthetic, sheets, strips, molded or extruded shapes
MIL-C-8188 Corrosion preventive oil, gas turbine engine, aircraft synthetic base
MIL-A-8421 Air transportability requirements, general specification for V
MIL-I-8574 Inhibitors, corrosion, volatile, utilization of
MIL-I-8835 Indicator, humidity, card, chemically impregnated
MIL-E-9500 Ethylene glycol, technical
MIL-H-9884 Honeycomb material, cushioning paper
MIL-C-9897 Crate, slotted angle, steel or aluminum, for lightweight airframe

components and bulky items (for maximum loads of 3000 pounds)
MIL-P-9902 Panels, full cleated, partially cleated and uncleated; plywood, veneer

paper overlaid and solid fiberboard for box, modular systems
MIL-C-9959 Container, flexible, reusable, water-vaporproof
MIL-R-10036 Rust arresting coating (for treatment of rusted metal)
MIL-E-10062 Engines, preparation for shipment and storage of
MIL-C-10301(AT) Containers, shipping, reusable, (boxes, crates) for transmission or

transfer assemblies of tank and automotive vehicles, and driving axle
assemblies of automotive vehicles

MIL-C-10382 Corrosion preventive, petrolatum spraying application, for food handling
machinery and equipment

MIL-W-10430 Welding rods and electrodes; preparation for delivery of
MIL-W-10434 Windows, protective envelope (for installation in flexible barrier materials)
MIL-L-10547 Liners, case, and sheet, overwrap; water-vaporproof or waterproof, flexible
MIL-S-10561 Solvent, cleaning, high temperature pressure spray
MIL-C-10578 Corrosion removing and metal conditioning compound (phosphoric acid base)
MIL-C-10597 Cleaning compound, w/conditioner and inhibitor for engine cooling systems
MIL-P-10603 Pumps and pumping units, centrifugal, power-driven, for water, packaging of
MIL-T-10864(EL) Tool set TE-56, packaging and packing of
MIL-G-10924 Grease, automotive and artillery
MIL-S-10956(EL) Sound ranging set GR-8( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-T-10991(EL) Teletypewriter set AN/PGC-1( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-C-11090 Cleaning compound, degreasing and depreserving solvent, self-emulsifying
MIL-R-11091(EL) Radiosonde sets AN/AMT-4( ), AN/AMQ-9 and AN/AMT-12( ),

packaging and packing of
MIL-C-11133 Crate, wood, open, wirebound
MIL-C-11264 Crates, wood, vehicular assemblies, reusable shipping containers for

tank-automotive engines, transmissions, differentials, transfers, final
drives, and similar assemblies

MIL-R-11337 Ranges, packaging and packing of
MIL-B-11353 Bridge, floating, aluminum; foot, packaging of
MIL-D-11381 Drafting equipment set, topographic battalion, Headquarters and Service

Company, packaging of
MIL-C-11406 Set, training camouflage, company, packaging of
MIL-P-11414 Primer coating, lacquer, rust-inhibiting
MIL-R-11429 Repair kit, stereoplotter, projection: supplementary multiplex equipment

and repair parts, packaging of
MIL-P-11520 Preservative coating, rubber, for rubber surfaces
MIL-T-11527 Tank, 76-mm gun, M41, M41A1, M41A2, and M41A3; processing for

storage and shipment of
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MIL-F-11563(EL) Flash ranging set AN/GTC-1( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-R-11623(EL) Radio receiving sets, AN/URR-29 and AN/URR-29X, packaging and

packing of
MIL-A-11755 Antifreeze, arctic-type
MIL-C-11782 Camouflage net drape sets, packaging of
MIL-C-11796 Corrosion preventive compound, petrolatum, hot application
MIL-R-11809(EL) Radar interrogator set AN/TPX-19, 20, 26 and 27, packaging

and packing of
MIL-B-11886 Boxes, metal, shipping: Reusable, transporter, steel, maximum load

9,000 lbs
MIL-T-11951(EL) Test set, teletypewriter, TS-611( )/FG, packaging and packing of
MIL-C-12000 Cable cord and wire, electric, packaging of
MIL-R-12008(EL) Radio receiving sets AN/FRR-38( ), AN/FRR-40( ), and AN/FRR41( )

and units of, packaging and packing of
MIL-R-12009(EL) Receiving set, radio AN/FRR-39 and units of, packaging and packing of
MIL-S-12134 Synchros, resolvers, and servo motors, packaging of
MIL-S-12158 Sealing compound, noncuring, polybutene
MIL-R-12292(EL) Radio set control group AN/GRA6( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-R-12323 Refrigerators and related equipment, packaging and packing of
MIL-C-12377(EL) Central office, telephone, manual AN/TTC-7( ) and units of, packaging

and packing of
MIL-P-12420 Plastic material, cellular, elastomeric
MIL-R-12454(EL) Radio set AN/GRC-19, packaging and packing of
MIL-R-12499 Repair equipment, pneumatic target, packaging of
MIL-S-12651 Sprayers, packaging of
MIL-P-12740 Minefield Marking Set, packaging of
MIL-P-12742 Primer coating, phenolic, water immersible
MIL-H-12789(EL) Hydrogen generator set AN/TMQ-3( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-G-12803 Gasket material, non-metallic
MIL-P-12808 Plumbing fixtures and accessories, packaging of
MIL-D-12817 Drafting equipment set, battalion, set No.  1, packaging of
MIL-B-12841 Basic issue items for military vehicles, carriage and equipment;

preparation for shipment and storage of
MIL-J-12959(ME) Jetting set, portable, for pile-driving operation, packaging of
MIL-S-12991 Surveying set, topographic company; packaging of
MIL-F-13034(EL) Facsimile set AN/TXC-I( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-S-13224 Surveying set, supplementary equipment, topographic battalion,

set No.  15, packaging of
MIL-B-13239 Barrier material waterproofed, flexible, all temperatures, heat sealable
MIL-A-13432(EL) Antenna kit MX-658( )/FRR, packaging and packing of
MIL-V-13497 Varnish, impregnating, electrical insulating (for fire control instruments)
MIL-W-13518 Wood preservative, tetrachlorophenol and pentachlorophenol; surface

sealing compound
MIL-A-13528 Acid, hydrochloric, inhibited, rust-removing
MIL-A-13534(EL) Antenna equipment RC-292, packaging and packing of
MIL-T-13584 Tread rubber, for recapping pneumatic tires, and solid rubber tires for

industrial and track laying vehicles, packaging and packing of
MIL-P-13616(EL) Public address set AN/TIQ-3( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-A-13628(EL) Antenna kit, MX-743( )/FRR, packaging and packing of
MIL-V-13811 Varnish, waterproofing, electrical, ignition
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MIL-R-13887 Race assembly, turret traversing, for tanks M46, M46A1, M47, M48,
M48A1, M48A2, M103 and M103A1, preparation for shipment and
storage of

MIL-P-13983 Paint, temporary, lusterless, gasoline removable
MIL-L-14085 Landing craft, mechanized: diesel, steel, 69-ft., Mark VIII, Navy design

(LCM8), diesel, steel, 69-ft., Mark VIII, Navy design LCM (8),
preservation for long-term storage

MIL-P-14105(CE) Paint, heat-resisting, olive drab (for steel surfaces)
MIL-L-14107 Lubricating oil, low temperature, weapons
MIL-L-14121 Landing craft, mechanized, diesel, steel, 56-ft., Mark VI, preservation

for long-term storage
MIL-C-14200 Containers, shipping and storage, metal, reusable; for engines,

transmissions, differentials, transfers, and similar assemblies
MIL-P-14232 Parts, equipment and tools for Army materiel, packaging and packing of
MIL-P-14236 Gear, oil, M3 series, M6A1 or M6A1E1, packaging of
MIL-P-14237 Computer assembly 7647811, packaging of
MIL-T-14287(EL) Target set, radar, AN/UPM-38( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-P-14313 Pistols and revolvers, packaging of
MIL-G-14361(EL) Gyromagnetic compass set, AN/ASN-13( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-L-14362 Lumber, unitizing and loading of
MIL-T-14365(EL) Tool set TE-16, packaging and packing of
MIL-R-14375(EL) Radio set AN/GRC-10( ) and units of, packaging and packing of
MIL-S-14408(EL) Switchboard SB-66( )/FGC, packaging and packing of
MIL-A-14415(EL) Antenna AS-620( )/GRCIO, packaging and packing of
MIL-B-14417(EL) Balloons, meteorological, pilot ceiling and sounding, packaging and

packing of
MIL-C-14449(EL) Control recorder, C-577( )/GMD-1, packaging and packing of
MIL-C-14460 Corrosion removing compound, sodium hydroxide base, for electrolytic or

immersion application
MIL-T-14475(EL) Tower, antenna, AB-127( )/FR, packaging and packing of
MIL-R-14477(EL) Radio 'set AN/ARC-44( ) and units of packaging and packing of
MIL-T-14482(EL) Teletypewriter sets AN/FGC-25( ), AN/FGC-25( )X, AN/FGC-26( ), and

AN/FGC-26( )X and units for, packaging of
MIL-S-14487 Sight, computing, M38, packaging of
MIL-B-14494(EL) Battery charger PP-775( )/U, packaging and packing of
MIL-R-14495(EL) Radio set, AN/PRC-21( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-P-14527 Pole line hardware; preparation for delivery of
MIL-P-15011 Pallets, material handling, wood, post construction, 4-way entry
MIL-C-15074 Corrosion preventive, fingerprint remover
MIL-I-15126 Insulation tape, electrical pressure sensitive adhesive and pressure

sensitive thermosetting adhesive
MIL-P-15943 Pallet, material handling, wood, ship cargo, stevedoring, 48 inches

long by 72 inches wide, two-way entry
MIL-C-16173 Corrosion preventive compound, solvent cutback, cold application
MIL-E-16298 Machines, electric, having rotating parts and associated repair parts,

packaging of
MIL-C-16555 Coating compound, strippable, sprayable
MIL-D-16791 Detergents, general purpose, liquid, nonionic
MIL-0-16898 Optical elements, packaging of
MIL-F-17057 Felt sheet, wool, compound impregnated, chock padding
MIL-P-17286 Turbines and gears, propulsion and auxiliary steam, (including repair parts,

tools, accessories and instruments), packaging of
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MIL-C-17435 Cushioning materials, fibrous glass
MIL-E-17555 Electronic and electrical equipment accessories, and repair parts,

packaging and packing of
MIL-P-17667 Paper, wrapping, chemically neutral, non-corrosive
MIL-B-17757 Boxes, fiberboard, corrugated (modular sizes)
MIL-M-18058 Machinery, metal and woodworking, support equipment and associated

repair parts, packaging and packing of
MIL-P-18147 Craft, water, small, with associated accessories and repair parts,

preparation for delivery of
MIL-S-19491 Semiconductor devices, packaging of
MIL-P-19644 Plastic molding material (polystyrene foam, expanded bead)
MIL-R-20092 Rubber sheets and molded shapes, cellular, synthetic open cell

(foamed latex)
MIL-C-20207 Cleaning compound, solvent, grease removal, heavy duty
MIL-P-20689 Plastic, plastisol (for coating metallic objects)
MIL-G-20697 Gun, machine, cal .50 Browning, M2 heavy barrel, all types, packaging of
MIL-L-21260 Lubricating oil, internal, combustion engine, preservative

and break-in
MIL-T-21595 Tapes, pressure-sensitive adhesive, paper, masking, nonstaining
MIL-S-21859 Support sets, stacking, material handling pallet
MIL-P-21922 Plastic rods and tubes polyethylene
MIL-P-21929 Plastic material, cellular polyurethane, foam-in-place, rigid, 2 and 4

pounds per cubic foot
MIL-B-22019 Barrier materials, transparent, flexible, sealable, volatile corrosion

inhibitor treated
MIL-B-22020 Bags, transparent, flexible, sealable, volatile corrosion inhibitor, treated
MIL-P-22084 Household goods and personal effects, for local transfer, preparation of
MIL-T-22085 Tape, pressure-sensitive adhesive, preservation and sealing
MIL-1-22110 Inhibitors, corrosion, volatile, crystalline
MIL-B-22191 Barrier materials, transparent, flexible, heat-sealable
MIL-C-22750 Coating, epoxy-polyamide
MIL-C-22806 Crates, sheathed, wood, wirebound
MIL-D-23119 Drums, fabric, collapsible, liquid fuel, cylindrical, 500 gallon capacity
MIL-C-23760 Coating, sprayable, strippable, protective for preservation and packaging of

weapons systems and components, application of
MIL-V-23776(OS) Vermiculite, expanded
MIL-G-23827 Grease, aircraft and instrument, gear and actuator screw
MIL-D-25551 Door assemblies, aircraft, preservations, packaging and packing of
MIL-C-25731 Crates, wood, for domestic and overseas shipment of airframe

components (2000 pound maximum net load)
MIL-C-25769 Cleaning compound, aircraft surface, alkaline waterbase
MIL-C-26094 Can, hermetic sealing, aluminum, two-piece
MIL-B-26195 Boxes, wood-cleated, skidded, load-bearing base
MIL-P-26514 Polyurethane foam, rigid or flexible, for packaging
MIL-B-26701 Bottles, screw cap and carboys, polyethylene, plastic
MIL-I-26860 Indicator, humidity, plug, color change
MIL-C-26861 Cushioning material, resilient type, general
MIL-G-28554 Generator sets, mobile electric power; packaging of
MIL-S-28786 Switches, preparation for delivery of
MIL-L-35078 Loads, unit, preparation of nonperishable subsistence
MIL-B-37173 Boxes, setup, mailing, dental
MIL-C-38612 Container, shipping and storage, CNU-77/E23
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MIL-C-39028 Capacitors, packaging of
MIL-R-39032 Resistors, preparation for delivery of
MIL-B40028 Bags, barrier, w/volatile corrosion inhibitor treated liners
MIL-D40030 Drums, plastic, molded polyethylene
MIL-C40084 Corrosion preventive compound, water-emulsifiable, oil-type
MIL-P40619 Plastic material, cellular, polystyrene (for buoyancy applications)
MIL-B-40640 Board, bulletin and control, packaging and packing of
MIL-C43006 Cloth and strip, laminated, vinyl-nylon, high strength, flexible
MIL-T-43036 Tape, pressure-sensitive, adhesive, plastic film, filament reinforced

(for sealing fiber containers and cans)
MIL-T43115 Tape, pressure-sensitive, adhesive, for preservation and sealing
MIL-P-43226(MI) Polyether cushioning material foam-in-place, flexible
MIL-B43273 Box, fiberboard for packaging and packing personnel parachutes and

canopy assemblies
MIL-W-43334 Webbing and tape, textile, packaging and packing of
MIL-C.43424 Clothing, combat type, contour packaging and packing of
MIL-L-43432 Leather, packaging and packing of
MIL-B-43436 Band, marking, blank, general specification for
MIL-P-43465 Pallet, material handling, wood, double faced (special design for use

with CONEX containers)
MIL-C43616 Cleaning compound, aircraft service
MIL-B-43666 Boxes, shipping consolidation
MIL-B43692 Boxes, fiberboard, one-piece folder, special purpose
MIL-D43703 Drums, shipping and storage, molded polyethylene, 15 gallon capacity
MIL-B43711 Barrier material, waterproof, flexible; lumber protective
MIL-K-43875 Kitchen equipment, including unit assemblies, repair parts and tools,

preparation for delivery of
MIL-P-45021 Plastic coating compound, strippable, cold dipping, 120 degrees F
MIL-T45056 Tank recovery vehicle, heavy, M51, preparation for storage and shipment of
MIL-G45178 Gun, self-propelled, full-tracked, twin 40-mm M42 and M42A1, preparation

for storage and shipment of
MIL-P-45213 Preservation, packaging and packing of rocket and missile systems

ground support equipment, for shipment
MIL-K-45214(MI) Kit, modification, preparation for delivery of, general specification for
MIL-P-45215 Plastic sheet, transparent, for skin packaging
MIL-F-45216 Foam-in-place packaging, procedures for
MIL-A-45278(EL) Amplifier, radio frequency AM-1881( )/U, packaging and packing of
MIL-G-45281(EL) Gyromagnetic compass set, AN/ASN-43( ) and units of packaging and

packing of
MIL-T45282(EL) Teletypewriter sets AN/FGC-56 and AN/FGC-58 and units of, packaging

and packing of
MIL-D45283(EL) Distributor-transmitter, teletypewriter, TT-21A/FG, packaging

and packing of
MIL-R-45284(EL) Radio set AN/ARN-30( ), units of packaging and packing of
MIL-B45286(EL) Battery, wet, primary BA485( )/U, packaging of
MIL-A-45287(EL) Antenna filter group OA-1391/GRC, packaging and packing of
MIL-R-45290(EL) Radio set AN/FRC-15( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-R-45291(EL) Radar set AN/SPN-18 and 18X, packaging and packing of
MIL-R-45292(EL) Radio set AN/GRC-103(V) and units of, packaging and packing of
MIL-T-45293(EL) Teletypewriter TT-271/FG, packaging and packing of
MIL-M-45294(EL) Multiplexer TD-97/FGT-2, packaging and packing of
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MIL-T-45295(EL) Telephoto lens and photocopying kit, MX-999( )/PF, packaging and
packing of

MIL-R-45297(EL) Radio set, AN/ARC-55( ) and units of packaging and packing of
MIL.-B-45298(EL) Battery, dry, thermal BA-618/U, packaging of
MIL-B-45299(EL) Base, electrical equipment cabinet MT-1576/G, packaging and

packing of
MIL-H-45302 Howitzer, self-propelled, full-tracked, 105-mm M52 and M52A1, preparation

for storage and shipment of
MIL-H-45303 Howitzer, 155-mm gun, self-propelled, M44 and M44A1, preparation for

shipment and storage of
MIL-T-45309 Tank, combat, full-tracked, 105-mm gun, M60 and M60A1; processing

for storage and shipment of
MIL-C-45360 Carriers, personnel, full-tracked, armored, M113 and M113A1; and mortars,

self-propelled, 107-mm, M106 and M106A1; and 81-mm, M125A1;
processing for storage and shipment of

MIL-R-45378 Recovery vehicle, full-tracked, medium, M88, processing for storage and
shipment of

MIL-B-45389 Bulldozer, earth moving, tank mounting, M9, preparation for storage and
shipment of

MIL-T-45542 Tool sets, shop sets and kits (hardware, installation, modification and tool),
both common and special, packaging and packing of

MIL-V-45554 Vulcanizing equipment, including related items, tire and tube, rebuild
and repair, preparation for delivery of

MIL-T-45555 Trainers, tank turret, gunnery, M26, M48A2, and M30A1, M60A1,
processing for storage and shipment of

MIL-W-45562 Welding and soldering equipment supplies and accessories, packaging of
MIL-A-45564 Vehicle, assault, full-tracked, amphibious XM733, processing for storage and

shipment of
MIL-F-45687 Standards, fire control electronic calibration, packaging of
MIL-L-45779 Loader-transporter, guided missile, XM501E2, and XM501E3, processing

for storage and shipment of
MIL-M45907 Mount, shipping container, resilient, shock and vibration damping
MIL-B45977 Bins, cabinets, shelving, and worktables, packaging of
MIL-P-46002 Preservation oil, contact and volatile corrosion-inhibited
MIL-L-46010 Lubricant, solid film, heat cured, corrosion-inhibiting
MIL-P-46046 Preservative fluid, automotive brake system and components
MIL-P-46093 Primer coating, synthetic (for brake drums)
MIL-P-46144 Plastic sheet, polycarbonate
MIL-L-46147 Lubricant, solid film, air cured, corrosion-inhibiting
MIL-T-46151 Tape, pressure-sensitive adhesive, polyurethane foam
MIL-A-46153 Antifreeze, ethylene glycol, inhibited, heavy duty, single package
MIL-C-46156(MR) Corrosion removing compound, sodium hydroxide base, for immersion

application
MIL-C-46157(MR) Coating compound, temporary protective for retrograde materials
MIL-C-46164(MR) Coating application, corrosion preventive compound (for motor vehicles)
MIL-H46170 Hydraulic fluid, rust-inhibited, fire-resistant, synthetic hydrocarbon

base
MIL-T-46703 Tank, combat, full-tracked, 90-mm gun, M48A3, processing for storage

and shipment of
MIL-C-46706 Carrier, personnel, full-tracked, M114 and carrier, command and

reconnaissance, armored M114A1, processing for storage and shipment of
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MIL-H-46709 Howitzer, light, self-propelled, 105-mm, M108; and howitzer, medium,
self-propelled, 155-mm, M109, processing for storage and shipment of

MIL-R-46710 Recovery vehicle, full-tracked, light, armored, M578, processing for
storage and shipment of

MIL-G-46723 Gun, self-propelled, full-tracked, 175-mm, M107, and howitzer, self-
propelled, full-tracked, 8-inch, M110, processing for storage and shipment of

MIL-E-46734 Engine block assemblies, packaging and packing of
MIL-C-46746 Carrier, command post, light tracked, M577 and M577A1, processing for

storage and shipment of
MIL-C-46747 Carrier, cargo, amphibious, M116 and M116E1, processing for storage

and shipment of
MIL-T-46755(AT) Tires, pneumatic and tires, semi-pneumatic, installed on vehicles,

preparation for storage of
MIL-T46773 Tank, combat, full-tracked, 120-mm gun, M103A2, processing for storage

and shipment of
MIL-F-46776 Flame-throwers, self-propelled, full-tracked, M132 and M132A1, processing

for shipment and storage of
MIL-D-46845(MI) Design requirements for missile weapon systems, packaging and packing
MIL-G-46886(MI) Grease, silicone
MIL-C-47164 Compound, plastic polyurethane
MIL-F-47254 Foam, polyurethane, open cell, medium flexibility
MIL-F-47285(MI) Foam, polyurethane, rigid
MIL-S-48164(PA) Shipping and storage container for Warhead Section, XM544, parts for
MIL-C-48192(MU) Container, metal, shipping
MIL-T-49000(EL) Teletypewriter sets TT-243/FG and TT-247/FG and units of,

packaging and packing of
MIL-0-49002(EL) Oscillator, radio frequency, 0-330( )/FR, packaging and packing of
MIL-G-49003(EL) Generator, ringing, static TA-13/TT, packaging and packing of
MIL-R49004(EL) Radar set AN/SPN-11( ) and units of, packaging and packing of
MIL-W-49005(EL) Wattmeter AN/URM-98( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-A-49006(EL) Antenna group AN/GRA-12, packaging and packing of
MIL-D-49007(EL) Duplexer CU-369/TRC-29, packaging and packing of
MIL-C-49008(EL) Case CY-825/GRC-26, packaging and packing of
MIL-T-49009(EL) Tachometer, electronic TS-806( )/U, packaging and packing of
MIL-T-49010(EL) Test set, gyromagnetic compass, AN/ASN-61( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-T-49011(EL) Test set, teletypewriter, TS-383( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-T-49012(EL) Test set, electronic circuit plug-in unit, AN/GSM-51( ), packaging and

packing of
MIL-C-49013(EL) Control amplifier and gyroscope, automatic pilot, packaging and packing of
MIL-B-49014(EL) Battery, wet, primary BA-487/U, packaging and packing of
MIL-P49015(EL) Power supply PP-308( )/URR, packaging and packing of
MIL-C-49017(EL) Connector assembly, electrical MX-1836( )/G, packaging and packing of
MIL-C-49018 Calibrator set, pulse power, AN/UPM-73, packaging and packing of
MIL-V-49019 Voltage standard, radio frequency, AN/URM-93A, packaging and packing of
MIL-T-49020(EL) Transmitting set, radio AN/FRT-56, packaging and packing of
MIL-W-49021(EL) Wattmeter, AN/USM-83( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-R-49022(EL) Radio set AN/SRC-8, AN/SRC-8X, AN/SRC-8Y, AN/SRC-8Z,

AN/SRC-8XX, or AN/SRC-8AZ and units of packaging and packing of
MIL-P-49025(EL) Panel, patching, communication TT-23F/SG, packaging and packing of
MIL-P-49026(EL) Public address set AN/TIQ-2( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-T-49033(EL) Test set, telephone, TS-700( )/FTM, packaging and packing of
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MIL-D49034(EL) Distributor-transmitter, teletypewriter, TT-260/FG, packaging
and packing of

MIL-I-49035(EL) Interconnecting box J-668/GR, packaging and packing of
MIL-0-49039(EL) Oscillator, audio-frequency, TS-421( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-P-49051(EL) Power supply PP-2309( )/U, packaging and packing of
MIL-B-49058(EL) Blower motor assembly, NSN 6730-00-341-7782, packaging and packing of
MIL-W-49069(EL) Wattmeter, ME-82( )/UP, packaging and packing of
MIL-A-49070(EL) Antenna equipment, AN/GRA-4( ) and units of, packaging and packing of
MIL-A-49071(EL) Amplifier, audio frequency (3BLH), packaging and packing of
MIL-G-49072(EL) Generator, ringing, static TA-46( )/FT, packaging and packing of
MIL-I-49127(EL) Inverter, power stator, NSN 6130-00-936-5366, packaging of
MIL-C-50705 Chest, 10548700
MIL-P-51403 Plastic sheet, vinyl flexible
MIL-P-52024 Paint, fire retardant, olive drab (for wooden crates)
MIL-T-52073(ME) Tank assembly, fabric, collapsible, 10, 000 gallon capacity; petroleum

products, packaging of
MIL-P-52108 Paint, water-emulsion type (for stenciling and obliterating)
MIL-C-52211 Components and assemblies for industrial gas production, storage and

transport equipment, packaging of
MIL-S-52362 Surveying set, general purpose: for planimetric construction and

topographic surveys, packaging of
MI,-S-52365 Surveying set, artillery-fire-control, fourth order, packaging of
MIL-B-52508 Box, metal, shipping, reusable, transporter, controlled humidity, steel

270-cubic foot capacity, 9, 000 pound maximum load
MIL-S-52541 Set, surveying, triangulation reconnaissance, specialized, packaging of
MIL-P-52542(ME) Preservation and packaging equipment set; for general supplies,

mounted on a 6-ton semitrailer
MIL-S-52547 Supplementary equipment, maintenance company, packaging of
MIL-S-52548(ME) Surveying set, triangulation, principal observer and signal tender,

packaging of
MIL-T-52558 Tool and equipment kit, gas turbine engine, missile systems, packaging of
MIL-S-52561 Set, supplementary equipment, topographic photomapping, packaging of
MIL-W-52571 Water purification unit, and water purification equipment set, 420-GPH,

packaging of
MIL-F-52594(ME) Floodlight set, electric, packaging of
MIL-W-52604(ME) Water purification unit, electric motor-driven, erdlator-type clarifier,

diatomite-type filter, van-body-mounted, 1,500 GPH, and water
purification equipment set: 1, 500 GPH; truck mounted, packaging of

MIL-W-52619(ME) Water purification units, and water purification equipment sets,
3, 000 GPH, packaging of

MIL-W-52624 Water purification unit, and water purification equipment set, 600.GPH,
packaging of

MIL-D-52645(ME) Distillation equipment set, water, thermocompression type: 150-gallons per
hour, packaging of

MIL-P-52650 Plotting instrument set, stereoplotter, multiplex laboratory, packaging of
MIL-F-52651(ME) Fire fighting equipment set, structural, class 530B, overseas, packaging of
MIL-F-52652(ME) Fire fighting equipment set, class 530B, Army aircraft crash, packaging of
MIL-F-52653 Fire fighting equipment set, truck mounting, brush, class 530B, overseas,

packaging of
MIL-P-52655 Press section, topographic reproduction set, truck mounted,, packaging of
MIL-C-52661(ME) Container, cargo
MIL-W-52663(ME) Water pretreatment decontamination set, CB-Agents: packaging of
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MIL-D-52665 Drafting equipment set, topographic battalion, Photo Mapping Company,
packaging of

MIL-C-52668 Cartographic section, topographic mapping set, truck mounted, packaging of
MIL-C-52669 Copy and supply section, topographic mapping set, truck mounted,

packaging of
MIL-R-52671(ME) Reproduction set, silk screen process: Sign reproduction, packaging of
MIL-M-52673(ME) MAP revision section, topographic mapping set, truck mounted,

packaging of
MIL-P-52674(ME) Photomapping Section, topographic mapping set, truck mounted,

packaging of
MIL-R-52676(ME) Rectifier section, topographic mapping set, truck mounted, packaging of
MIL-M-52677(ME) Multiplex section, topographic mapping, set, truck mounted, packaging of
MIL-M-52680(ME) Map layout section, reproduction set, truck mounted, 190-inch

wheel base, packaging of
MIL-C-52681 Camera section, topographic reproduction set, truck mounted, packaging of
MIL-L-52682 Laboratory section, topographic reproduction set, truck mounted: 190 inch

wheel base, packaging of
MIL-P-52683 Photo mechanical process section, topographic reproduction set, truck

mounted, packaging of
MIL-W-52686 Welding set, arc, inert gas shielded, packaging of
MIL-S-52697 Surveying control section, truck mounted, packaging of
MIL-D-52718(ME) Demineralizer water, ion exchange unit, and, demineralization equipment

set, water, ion exchange, 3, 000 GPH, packaging of
MIL-S-52729(ME) Surveying set, astronomic position, packaging of
MIL-C-52752 Cylinders, compressed gas, packaging of
MIL-A-52759(ME) Anti-tank mine dispensing system, packaging of
MIL-C-52788 Container, refrigerated, 8 feet x 8 feet x 20 feet, insulated
MIL-S-52792(ME) Survey set, hydrology, packaging of
MIL-S-52836(ME) Supplementary set, bridge, troop support, packaging of
MIL-D-52838(ME) Diving equipment sets, packaging of
MIL-C-55330 Connectors, preparation for delivery of
MIL-L-55349(EL) Line section, radio frequency transmission, FSN 5840-387-2794,

packaging and packing of
MIL-V-55354(EL) Voltmeter, electronic AN/USM-98( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-C-55360(EL) Charger, battery PP-2926/U, packaging and packing of
MIL-R-55373(EL) Receiver, radio R-394( )/U, packaging and packing of
MIL-P-55376(EL) Photographic film processing unit ES-20( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-G-55377(EL) Generator, ringing, static TA-248( )/TT, packaging and packing of
MIL-D-55378(EL) Direction finder set AN/ARN-59 and units of, packaging and packing of
MIL-A-55382(EL) Antenna accessories group OA-1398( )/GRC, packaging and packing of
MIL-A-55383(EL) Antenna group OA-1389( )/GRC, packaging and packing of
MIL-A-55384(EL) Antenna-filter group OA-1393/GRC, packaging and packing of
MIL-A-55385(EL) Antenna-filter group OA-1395( )/GRC and OA-1397( )/GRC, packaging

and packing of
MIL-P-55386(EL) Power supply PP-86( )/TXC-1, packaging and packing of
MIL-R-55387(EL) Receiver, radio R445( )/ARN-30, packaging and packing of
MIL-T-55388(EL) Test set, intercommunication TS-963( )/GSQ, packaging and packing of
MIL-R-55390(EL) Radio set AN/ARC-60( ) and units of, packaging and packing of
MIL-A-55391(EL) Antenna AS-533( )/GR, packaging and packing of
MIL-P-55393(EL) Power accessories group OA-1676( )/GRC, packaging and packing of
MIL-T-55394(EL) Test set, radar AN/UPM-96, packaging and packing of
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MIL-P-55395(EL) Projection set, motion picture, sound AN/PFP-1( ) and units of,
packaging and packing of

MIL-T-55396(EL) Test set, radio AN/ARM-8( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-R-55397(EL) Range, calibrator TS-573( )/UP, packaging and packing of
MIL-R-55399(EL) Receiver, Radio R-520( )/URR, packaging and packing of
MIL-R-55404(EL) Radar set AN/APN-22, packaging and packing of
MIL-G-55405(EL) Generator set group OA-1675( )/GRC, packaging and packing of
MIL-C-55442 Cable assemblies and cord assemblies, packaging of
MIL-A-55443(EL) Analyzer, spectrum, AN/UPM-110( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-R-55452(EL) Relay, solenoid, packaging and packing of
MIL-T-55475(EL) Test set, radio AN/ARM-45( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-T-55476(EL) Test set, radio, AN/ARM-63( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-A-55485(EL) Antenna, AT-1108( )/ARC, packaging and packing of
MIL-W-55495(EL) Waterload, waveguide packaging, and packing of
MIL-C-55501(EL) Charger, battery PP-1660( )/G, packaging and packing of
MIL-T-55502(EL) Telephone set TA-236( )/FT, packaging and packing of
MIL-S-55505(EL) Shelter, electrical equipment, (containing equipment), packaging and

packing of
MIL-C-55506(EL) Calibrator set, frequency, AN/URM-18( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-S-55507(EL) Shelter, electrical equipment (empty), packaging and packing of
MIL-M-55513(EL) Motor generators, PU-542( )/A, PU-543( )/A, PU-544( )/A, PU-545( )/A,

and PU-733( )/A, and PU-750( )/A, packaging and packing of
MIL-R-55515(EL) Radar set AN/APN-158, packaging and packing of
MIL-B-55521 Batteries, dry and thermal, packaging of
MIL-R-55525(EL) Radio set AN/GRC-109( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-M-55526(EL) Motor generator assembly, packaging and packing of
MIL-T-55530(EL) Terminals, telegraph, AN/FCC-19 and AN/FCC-25, packaging and

packing of
MIL-M-55533(EL) Meter movement (FSN 6625-405-7061 and FSN 6625-782-0388), packaging

and packing of
MIL-A-55540(EL) Antenna group, AN/GRA-50, packaging and packing of
MIL-T-55545(EL) Test set, transistor TS-1836( )/U, packaging and packing of
MIL-P-55546(EL) Preamplifier AM-1841( )/USM, packaging and packing of
MIL-T-55547(EL) Test set, armature TS-965/U, packaging and packing of
MIL-P-55548(EL) Preamplifier AM-1842( )/USM, packaging and packing of
MIL-T-55549(EL) Test set, battery, AN/USM-63, packaging and packing of
MIL-C-55550(EL) Calibrator sets, radiac TS-784/PD and TS-784A/PD, packaging and packing of
MIL-B-55551(EL) Battery, storage, BB-451/U (dry-charged) packaging of
MIL-T-55559(EL) Test set, radar AN/APM-246, packaging and packing of
MIL-C-55560(EL) Central office, telephone, dial AN/FTC-31(V), packaging and packing of
MIL-M-55565 Microcircuits, packaging of
MIL-C-55585(EL) Electronic equipment and parts, packaging of
MIL-I-55591(EL) Indicator panoramic IP-173( )/U, packaging and packing of
MIL-R-55595 Radio set AN/GRA-54( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-S-55604(EL) Stylus assembly, packaging and packing of
MIL-P-55610(EL) Public address set AN/UIH-5( ), packaging and packing of
MIL-A-55613(EL) Antenna support AB-105( )/FRC, packaging and packing of
MIL-R-58045(ME) Repair kit, inflatable craft, pneumatic floats and boats, small, packaging of
MIL-R-58047(ME) Repair kit, plastic boat, packaging of
MIL-C-60104(MU) Containers, shipping, reusable, 8246020 and 10539215
MIL-C-60181 Container, shipping, reusable, 10539223
MIL-C-60228(MU) Container, shipping, reusable, 8566360
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MIL-C-0230(MU) Containers, shipping, reusable for radar chronograph M36 accessories
MIL-C-60293(MU) Container, shipping, reusable, 10543526
MIL-P-60412(PA) Packaging, packing, and marking for shipment of artillery type and

rocket fuzes, general specification for
MIL-T-0530 Technical data package for AMC materiel
MIL-C-60590 Containers, reusable, shipping, 10547128
MIL-C-62015(MO) Carrier, cargo, full-tracked, M548, processing for storage and shipment of
MIL-A-62019 Vehicle, armored, reconnaissance/airborne assault, full-tracked, 152MM,

M551, processing for storage and shipments of
MIL-V-2038 Vehicles, wheeled, preparation for shipment and storage of
MIL-T-62050(AT) Tank, combat, full-tracked; 90-mm gun, M48 and M48A1; processing for

storage and shipment of
MIL-C-62053 Carrier, guided missile equipment, XM730, processing for

storage and shipment of
MIL-C-62055 Carrier, guided missile equipment, XM727, processing for storage

and shipment of
MIL-V-62060(AT) Vehicle.  combat engineer, full-tracked.  165-mm gun, NM728.

processing for storage and shipment of
MIL-C-62074(AT) Chassis, weapon, full-tracked, XM741, processing for storage and

shipment of
MIL-C-62084(AT) Carrier, guided missile equipment, XM667E1, processing for storage

and shipment of
MIL-R-62153(AT) Recovery vehicles, full tracked, light armored, XM806 and XM806E1,

processing for shipment and storage of
MIL-C-62218(AT) Corrosion preventive compound cold application (for fielded motor

vehicles)
MIL-C-81302 Cleaning compound, solvent, Trichlortrifluoroethane
MIL-C-81309 Corrosion preventive compound, water displacing, ultra-thin film
MIL-G-81322 Grease, aircraft general purpose, wide temperature range
MIL-B-81374 Barrier material, greaseproof, waterproof, flexible, high strength
MIL-G-81559 Gyroscope assemblies; altitude and directional reference instruments for

aircraft; preservation, packaging and packing
MIL-P-81598 Plastic sheets, flexible, weather resistant, heat-sealable, for

outdoor storage use
MIL-B-81705 Barrier materials, flexible, electrostatic-free, water-vaporproof,

heat-sealable
MIL-P-81997 Pouches, cushioned, flexible, electrostatic free, reclosable, transparent
MIL-C-82594 Corrosion preventive compound and surface sealer for nonferrous metals
MIL-C-83933 Corrosion preventive compounds, cold application (for motor vehicles)
MIL-A-83995 Automated data processing equipment (major components), packaging of

FEDERAL STANDARDS

FED STD 75 Glossary of packaging terms
FED STD 101 Materials preservation, packaging, and packing, test procedures
FED STD 147 Tapes, packaging, adhesive and gummed; methods of inspection,

sampling, and testing
FED STD 224 Closing, sealing and reinforcing of fiberboard shipping boxes,

general methods for
FED STD 313 Material safety data sheets, preparation and the submission of
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MIL-STD-105 Sampling procedures and tables for inspection by attributes
MIL-STD-107 Preparation and handling of industrial plant equipment for shipping

and storage
MIL-STD-129 Marking for shipment and storage
MIL-STD-130 Identification marking of US Military property
MIL-STD-147 Palletized unit loads for 40" x 48" pallets
MIL-STD-162 Materials handling equipment: preparation for shipment, storage, cyclic

maintenance, routine testing and processing
MIL-STD-163 Products, steel mill, preparation for shipment and storage
MIL-STD-209 Slinging and tiedown provisions for lifting and tying down military equipment
MIL-STD-212 Preparation of household goods for shipment and storage and related

services
MIL-STD-281 Automobiles, trucks, truck-tractor, trailers and trailer dollies,

preservation and packaging of
MIL-STD-290 Packaging of petroleum and related products
MIL-STD-634 Combat vehicles and equipment; inspection, care, and preservation

during storage of
MIL-STD-647 Standards, packaging, preparation and use of
MIL-STD-648 Design criteria for specialized shipping containers
MIL-STD-649 Aluminum and magnesium products, preparation for shipment and storage
MIL-STD-726 Packaging requirements code
MIL-STD-731 Quality of wood members for containers and pallets
MIL-STD-794 Parts and equipment procedures for packaging and packing of
MIL-STD-834 Packaging data forms, instructions for preparation and use of
MIL-STD-1177 Wheeled vehicles and equipment, inspection, care, and preservation

during storage of
MIL-STD-1186 Cushioning, anchoring, bracing, blocking, and waterproofing, with

appropriate test methods
MIL-STD-1187 Standard size unit, intermediate, and exterior containers for modular

packaging and unitization on the 40" X 48" pallet
MIL-STD-1188 Commercial packaging of supplies and equipment
MIL-STD-1365 General design criteria for handling equipment associated with

weapons and weapon systems
MIL-STD-1366 Packaging, handling, storage, and transportation system dimensional

and weight constraints, definition of
MIL-STD-1367 Packaging, handling, storage, and transportability program require-

ments (for systems and equipment)
MIL-STD-1388-1 Logistic support analysis
MIL-STD-1388-2 Logistic support analysis data element definitions
MIL-STD-1458 Radioactive Materials: Marking and labeling of items, packages and

shipping containers for identification in use, storage and transportation
MIL-STD-1473 Standard general requirements for color and marking of Army materiel
MIL-STD-1475 Contamination control technology
MIL-STD-1510 Container design retrieval system, procedures for use of

MILITARY HANDBOOKS

MIL-HDBK-132 Protective finishes
MIL-HDBK-304 Package cushioning design
MIL-HDBK-695 Military standardization handbook, rubber products, shelf storage life
MIL-HDBK-701 Blocking, bracing and skidding of industrial plant equipment
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MIL-HDBK-725 Adhesives: A guide to their properties and uses as described by Federal
and Military specifications

MIL-HDBK-742 Waste disposal for military packaging materials
MIL-HDBK-758 Special handling data/certification for shipments via military aircraft
MIL-HDBK-768(SM) Rigid polyurethane foam packaging design
MIL-HDBK-770 Shrink film in military packaging

ARMY AND AGENCY REGULATIONS

AR 55-1 CONEX container control, utilization, and reporting
AR 55-16 Cargo, movement of, by air and surface, including less than release unit

and parcel post shipments
AR 55-17 Lease of CONEX transporters
AR 55-55 Transportation of radioactive and fissile materials other than weapons
AR 55-56 Transportation of dangerous or hazardous chemical materials
AR 55-165 Agreement between Army and Air Force for joint operation of CONEX

containers in a pooled fleet
AR 55-170 Apportionment, manifesting, and billing for ocean transportation and port

handling of empty CONEX containers
AR 55-203 Movement of nuclear weapons, nuclear components and related classified

non-nuclear materiel
AR 55-355 Military traffic management regulation
AR 56-1 Ownership and use of containers for surface transportation

and configuration of shelter/special purpose vans
AR 700-15 Packaging of materiel
AR 700-58 Packaging improvement report

AMC Supp 1
AR 700-68 Storage and handling of compressed gases and gas cylinders
AR 700-84 Issue and sale of personal clothing
AR 700-89 Identification, control, and utilization of shelf-life items
AR 700-93 Processing and shipping DOD sponsored retrograde materiel destined

for shipment to the United States, its territories, trusts
and possessions

AR 725-1 Special authorization and procedures for issues, sales, and loans
AR 725-50 Requisitioning, receipt, and issue system
AR 735-11-2 Reporting of item discrepancies attributable to shippers
AR 740-1 Storage and supply activity operations
AR 740-3 Care of supplies in storage
AR 740-22 Supplies in storage, inspection, reporting, and care of
AR 746-1 Packaging of Army materiel for shipment and storage
AR 750-17 Maintenance of reusable steel shipping boxes (transporters)
AR 755-5 Collection, classification, consolidation, and processing of retrograde

materiel
AR 795-17 Materiel, Army, general policies and principles for furnishing, on a grant

aid basis
DARCOM-R 10-2 Headquarters, DARCOM, organization, mission, and functions manual
DARCOM-R 10-44 Organization and functions, DARCOM Packaging, Storage, and Containerization

Center, Tobyhanna Army Depot
DARCOM-R 55-8 Control of premium transportation
DARCOM-R 55-17 Utilization of MILVANs/SEAVANs
DARCOM-R 700-18 Responsibilities for the packaging of Army materiel
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DARCOM-R 740-7 Use of binned CONEX transporters and MILVANs for shipment
DARCOM-R 746-7 Preparation of DD Form 1387-2 (special handling data/certification) for

military aircraft shipments of explosives and other dangerous materials

SUPPLY BULLETINS

SB 9-128 Transmissions, CD 500 series and CD 850 series inspection, care and
preservation during storage

SB 9-147 Utilization of small reusable metal containers
SB 9-151 Safety labeling for storage and shipment of acids, adhesives, cleaners,

preservatives and other related materials
SB 9-211 Identification of reusable metal containers, components and combinations
SB 11-30 Batteries, dry, transportation, storage, testing, shelf life, and quantity unit

pack requisitioning
SB 11-618 US Army nonexpendable reusable shipping and storage containers
SB 11-625 Use of cushioned shipping sacks (jiffy bags) for electronic materiel
SB 38-100 Preservation, packaging, packing and marking materials, supplies,

and equipment used by the Army
SB 700-6135-1 Supply of storage batteries with USATACOM and USATACOM project/product

managed tactical transport vehicles
SB 725-12-1 US Army Weapons Command nonexpendable reusable shipping and

storage containers
SB 725-12-2 Excess empty nonexpendable reusable shipping and storage containers

for nuclear weapons systems, chemical weapons and equipment, and
conventional ammunition

SB 740-1 Storage and supply activities covered and open storage

TECHNICAL BULLETINS

TB 5-6600-227-15/1 Handling, storage, and disposal of self-luminous compasses
TB 9-2300-278-20 Closure, protective, vehicle, use and disposition
TB 34-9-342 Packaging, packing and container marking of electron tubes (valves)

and semi-conductor devices
TB 38-230-3 Case liners, waterproof, depot manufacture of
TB 43-0116 Identification of radioactive items in the Army supply system
TB 55-1500-314-25 Handling, storage, and disposal of Army Aircraft components containing

radioactive materials
TB 703-1 Specification list of standard liquid fuels, lubricants, preservatives and

related products authorized for use by the US Army
TB 740-93-4 Preservation of vessels for storage
TB 740-97-1 US Army Mobility Equipment Command:  Unboxed mobile equipment

prepared for shipment (profile drawings)
TB 740-97-2 Preservation of USAMECOM mechanical equipment for shipment and storage
TB 740-97-4 Preservation of vessels for storage
TB 740-97-5 Preservation of railroad equipment for storage
TB 740-97-6 Locomotives, diesel-electric 23-131 ton inclusive, servicing, testing,

and preparing for shipment after removal from long term storage
TB 740-358 Cranes, truck mounted, storage handling and shipment of
TB 746-10 Equipment, Electronics Command, instructions, field, for painting and

preserving
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TB 750-126 Use of materiel condition tags and labels on Army aeronautical and air
delivery equipment

TB ORD 584 Equipment vapor degreasing operation and maintenance
TB TC-15-3 Maintenance and repair of box, metal shipping, reusable (transporter)
TB TC 15-13 Cranes, railway, locomotive, with boom detached:  anchoring

rotating portions of cranes for shipment

TECHNICAL MANUALS

TM 1-13A9-1-2 Covers, protective, aircraft, all types of installation, removal, cleaning,
repairing, retreatment, and storage of

TM 1-AH1-S Helicopters, AH-IG/TH-IG, preparation for shipment of
TM 1-CH47-S Helicopter, CH47, preparation for shipment of
TM 1-CH54-S Helicopter, CH-54, preparation for shipment of
TM 1-OH6-S Helicopter, OH-6, preparation for shipment of
TM 1-OH58-S Helicopter, OH-58, preparation for shipment of
TM 1-OV1-S Aircraft, OV-1, preparation for shipment of
TM 1-U8-S Aircraft, U-8, preparation for shipment of
TM 1-U21-S Aircraft, U-21, preparation for shipment of
TM 1-UH1-S Helicopter, UH-1, preparation for shipment of
TM 3-250 Chemical agents and hazardous chemicals, storage, handling,

and disposal of
TM 3-261 Handling and disposal of unwanted radioactive material
TM 9-300-3 Artillery, air defense and towed weapon materiel less guided missile,

during storage, inspection, care, and preservation of
TM 9-1400-514-15 Missile, HAWK System, guided air defense; Shipment, handling,

storage, inspection, care and preservation
TM 9-1550-201-15 Missiles, target guided, MQM-33A, and MQM-33B, and related ground

control, testing and ground handling and launching equipment, operator,
direct support, general support, and depot maintenance manual:
shipment, storage, inspection, care and preservation of

TM 10-252 Containers, insert and cargo transporters, loading
TM 38-230-1 Packaging of materiel-preservation (Volume I)
TM 38-230-2 Packaging of materiel-packing (Volume II)
TM 38-236 Preparation of freight for air shipment
TM 38-250 Materials, dangerous, for transportation by military aircraft, packaging

and handling of
TM 38-260 Equipment, industrial production, for storage or shipment, preparation and

inspection of
TM 38-275(FOUO) Packaging cost estimating
TM 38-450 Storage and Maintenance of Prepositioned Materiel Configured to Unit

Sets (POMCUS)
TM 38-460 Storage, inspection, and preservation of POL pipeline equipment
TM 55-315 Transportability guidance for safe transport of radioactive materiels
TM 740-90-1 Administrative storage of equipment
TM 740-525 Shipment, handling, storage, inspection care, and preservation (Improved

HAWK Air Defense Guided Missile System)
TM 743-200 Storage and materials handling
TM 743-200-1 Storage and materials handling
TM 743-200-2 Storage modernization
TM 743-200-3 Storage and materials handling
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TM 746-10 General packaging instructions for field units
TM 746-146 Guided Missiles AGM-22B, ATM-22B, and M22 Subsystem Test

Equipment, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and
retrograde for

TM 746-185 Military bridging, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment,
and retrograde

TM 746-186 Procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde for
floating equipment

TM 746-193 Engines, turbines and components, procedures for rapid deployment,
redeployment, and retrograde

TM 746-194 Mechanical power transmission equipment, procedures for rapid
deployment, redeployment, and retrograde

TM 746-195 Special industry machinery, procedures for rapid deployment,
redeployment, and retrograde

TM 746-214 Wrapping and packaging machinery, procedures for rapid deployment,
redeployment, and retrograde of

TM 746-215 Refrigeration equipment, procedures for rapid deployment,
redeployment, and retrograde for

TM 746-221 Procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde for DSA
selected secondary support items for utility equipment

TM 746-227 NIKE-HERCULES Guided Missile Major Items (NIKE-HERCULES Air
Defense Guided Missile Systems), procedures for rapid deployment,
redeployment, and retrograde

TM 746-228 NIKE-HERCULES Missile System Selected Support Items (NIKE-HERCULES
Air Defense Guided Missile System) procedures for rapid deployment,
redeployment, and retrograde

TM 746-229 LANCE Guided Missile Major Items (LANCE Guided Missile System)
for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde for

TM 746-230 LANCE guided missile system, selected support items, procedures for
rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde for

TM 746-231 PERSHING 1A Field Artillery Guided Missile System Major Items,
procedures for deployment, redeployment, and retrograde

TM 746-232 PERSHING 1A Field Artillery Guided Missile System Selected Support
Items, procedures for deployment, redeployment, and retrograde for

TM 746-238 Preservation and packaging procedures, redeployment and retrograde
materiel (TOW Missile System)

TM 750-134 Rotary Wing aircraft, US Army, procedures for rapid deployment,
redeployment, and retrograde of

TM 750-135 Sighting and fore control items, procedures for rapid deployment,
redeployment, and retrograde

TM 750-136 Small arms, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde
TM 750-137 Artillery, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde
TM 750-138 Combat vehicles, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment,

and retrograde
TM 750-139 Towed vehicles, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde
TM 750-143 Aircraft, fixed wing, US Army, procedures for rapid deployment,

redeployment, and retrogradation of
TM 750-144 (HAWK air defense guided missile system), procedures for rapid deployment,

redeployment, and retrograde
TM 750-148 Decontaminating apparatus, power-driven, truck mounted, 400-gallon, M9

and decontaminating apparatus, power-driven, skid mounted, 500-gallon,
M12A1, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde
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TM 750-154 Filter unit, gas-particulate, armored ambulance, 6-man, 12CFM, ABC-M7A1,
procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde

TM 750-155 Filter, unit, gas-particulate, tank 3-man, 12CFM, ABC-M8A2; and filter
unit, gas-particulate, tank, 5-man, 20CFM, M13 and M13A1,
procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde

TM 750-156 Compressor, reciprocating, power-driven, flame thrower, 3-1/2 CFM,
AN-M4, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde

TM 750-157 Disperser riot control agent, portable, M3; disperser, riot control agent,
helicopter-or vehicle-mounting, MS; disperser, riot control agent, back
pack, 450 cfm, M106 (Mity Mite), procedures for rapid deployment,
redeployment, and retrograde

TM 750-158 Flame-thrower, portable, M2A1-7 and flame-thrower, portable, M9E1-7,
procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde

TM 750-159 Service kit, portable flame-thrower riot control agent disperser, M27,
procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde

TM 750-160 Service unit, flame-thrower, truck mounted, M4A2, procedures for rapid
deployment, redeployment, and retrograde

TM 750-162 Mask, CBR: aircraft, M24; mask, CBR: field, ABC-M17 and M17A;
mask, CBR: headwound, ABC-M18; mask, CBR: tank, ABC-M14Al and
ABC-M14A2; mask, CBR: tank, M25 and M25A1; mask, gas, all-purpose,
M11A1; mask, riot control agent, XM28, procedures for rapid
deployment, redeployment, and retrograde

TM 750-163 Maintenance kit, CBR equipment, M14, procedures for rapid deployment,
redeployment, and retrograde

TM 750-165 Shop set, ordnance disposal, procedures for rapid deployment,
redeployment, and retrograde

TM 750-172 Chemical ammunition, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment,
and retrograde

TM 750-173 Small arms ammunition, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment
and retrograde

TM 750-174 Artillery ammunition, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment,
and retrograde

TM 750-175 Grenades, rockets, and mines, procedures for rapid deployment,
redeployment, and retrograde

TM 750-176 Pyrotechnics, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde
TM 750-177 Demolition materials, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment,

and retrograde
TM 750-178 Fuzes, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde
TM 750-182 Construction equipment, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment,

and retrograde
TM 750-183 Electrical power generating equipment, procedures for rapid deployment,

redeployment, and retrograde
TM 750-184 Materials handling equipment, procedures for rapid deployment,

redeployment, and retrograde
TM 750-187 Utility equipment, procedures for rapid deployment,

redeployment, and retrograde
TM 750-188 Topographic, surveying and reproduction equipment, procedures for rapid

deployment, redeployment, and retrograde
TM 750-190 Camouflage and deception equipment, procedures for rapid deployment,

redeployment, and retrograde
TM 750-191 Ship and marine equipment, procedures for rapid deployment,

redeployment, and retrograde
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TM 750-192 Vehicular Equipment components, procedures for rapid deployment,
redeployment, and retrograde

TM 750-196 Miscellaneous maintenance and repair equipment, procedures for rapid
deployment, redeployment, and retrograde

TM 750-197 Electrical and power distribution equipment, procedures for rapid
deployment, redeployment, and retrograde

TM 750-198 Woodworking equipment, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment,
and retrograde

TM 750-199 Aircraft components, spare part, and support equipment (Class II (A)
and Class IV (A supplies)) US Army, procedures for rapid deployment
redeployment, and retrogradation

TM 750-201 Electronics command equipments (selected support items), procedures for
rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde

TM 750-202 Selected support items for tank-automotive equipment, procedures for
rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde

TM 750-203 Common tool sets, kits, and outfits, procedures for rapid deployment,
redeployment, and retrograde

TM 750-204 Selected support items, weapons, procedures for rapid deployment,
redeployment, and retrograde

TM 750-205 HAWK missile system selected support items (HAWK air defense guided
missile system), procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment,
and retrograde

TM 750-207 Test set, mine canister, XM67, and test set, mine dispersing system,
XM68, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde

TM 750-208 Electronics command equipments (major items), procedures for rapid
deployment, redeployment, and retrograde

TM 750-209 Aircraft armament, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment,
and retrograde

TM 750-210 Facility development guide, procedures for rapid deployment,
redeployment and retrograde

TM 750-211 Laundry and dry cleaning equipment, procedures for rapid deployment,
redeployment, and retrograde for

TM 750-212 Shoe repairing equipment, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment,
and retrograde for

TM 750-213 Industrial sewing machines, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment
and retrograde for

TM 750-216 Food cooking, baking, and serving equipment, procedures for rapid
deployment, redeployment, and retrograde for

TM 750-217 Kitchen equipment and appliances, procedures for rapid deployment,
redeployment, and retrograde

TM 750-220 Defense Supply Agency selected secondary support items for vehicular
equipment, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment, and
retrograde for

TM 750-222 Defense Supply Agency selected secondary support items for materials
handling equipment, procedures for rapid deployment, redeployment,
and retrograde for

TM 750-223 Defense Supply Agency selected secondary support items for
topographic, surveying, and reproduction equipment, procedures for
rapid deployment, redeployment, and retrograde for

TM 750-224 Defense and Supply Agency selected secondary support items for
construction equipment, procedures for rapid deployment,
redeployment, and retrograde for
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TECHNICAL MANUALS - Continued

NUMBER TITLE

TM 750-225 Defense Supply Agency selected secondary support items for
electrical power distribution equipment

TM 750-226 Defense Supply Agency selected secondary support items: engines,
engine components, and accessories, procedures for rapid
deployment, redeployment, and retrograde for

AAR PUBLICATIONS

AAR MANUAL "Rules governing the loading of commodities on open top cars" (sec 6)

CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS

TITLE 49 Transportation

FIELD MANUALS

FM 38-725 DSS Management and Procedures
FM 38-746 Logistics packaging management field operations

ARMY AND AGENCY PAMPHLETS

DA Pam 740-1 Instructor's guide for basic military packaging and packing
DA Pam 740-2 Guide for preparation of mobile homes for movement
DA Pam 746-1 Pallets of Army use
DARCOM-P 746-4 Foamed-in-place
DARCOM-P 706-121 Packaging and pack engineering

DARCOM CIRCULARS

DARCOM-C 746-1 Reports of packaging improvement
DARCOM-C 740-5 Weapons management improvement program at DARCOM Depots (RCS CCGLD

1732)
DARCOM-C 740-8 Packaging, storage, and containerization guidelines
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Section VI.  SHIPPING AND PACKAGING READY REFERENCE CHARTS
FOR GUIDED MISSILE AND ROCKET SYSTEMS

NUMBER TITLE

AMSMI-SP-1311 HAWK Guided Missile
AMSMI-SP-1312 Honest John
AMSMI-SP-1314 Little John
AMSMI-SP-1316 NIKE-HERCULES Guided Missile
AMSMI-SP-1318 PERSHING
AMSMI-SP-1320 Entac-REDEYE, TOW, LCSS, SHILLELAGH, CHAPPARAL

FAAR, and TSQ51
AMSMI-SP-1321 Sergeant Guided Missile
AMSMI-SP-1322 LANCE
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The Metric System and Equivalents

Linear Measure Liquid Measure

1 centiliter = 10 milliters = .34 fl. ounce
1 centimeter = 10 millimeters = .39 inch 1 deciliter = 10 centiliters = 3.38 fl. ounces
1 decimeter = 10 centimeters = 3.94 inches 1 liter = 10 deciliters = 33.81 fl. ounces
1 meter = 10 decimeters = 39.37 inches 1 dekaliter = 10 liters = 2.64 gallons
1 dekameter = 10 meters = 32.8 feet 1 hectoliter = 10 dekaliters = 26.42 gallons
1 hectometer = 10 dekameters = 328.08 feet 1 kiloliter = 10 hectoliters = 264.18 gallons
1 kilometer = 10 hectometers = 3,280.8 feet

Square Measure
Weights

1 sq. centimeter = 100 sq. millimeters = .155 sq. inch
1 centigram = 10 milligrams = .15 grain 1 sq. decimeter = 100 sq. centimeters = 15.5 sq. inches
1 decigram = 10 centigrams = 1.54 grains 1 sq. meter (centare) = 100 sq. decimeters = 10.76 sq. feet
1 gram = 10 decigram = .035 ounce 1 sq. dekameter (are) = 100 sq. meters = 1,076.4 sq. feet
1 decagram = 10 grams = .35 ounce 1 sq. hectometer (hectare) = 100 sq. dekameters = 2.47 acres
1 hectogram = 10 decagrams = 3.52 ounces 1 sq. kilometer = 100 sq. hectometers = .386 sq. mile
1 kilogram = 10 hectograms = 2.2 pounds
1 quintal = 100 kilograms = 220.46 pounds Cubic Measure
1 metric ton = 10 quintals = 1.1 short tons

1 cu. centimeter = 1000 cu. millimeters = .06 cu. inch
1 cu. decimeter = 1000 cu. centimeters = 61.02 cu. inches
1 cu. meter = 1000 cu. decimeters = 35.31 cu. feet

Approximate Conversion Factors

To change To Multiply by To change To Multiply by

inches centimeters 2.540 ounce-inches Newton-meters .007062
feet meters .305 centimeters inches .394
yards meters .914 meters feet 3.280
miles kilometers 1.609 meters yards 1.094
square inches square centimeters 6.451 kilometers miles .621
square feet square meters .093 square centimeters square inches .155
square yards square meters .836 square meters square feet 10.764
square miles square kilometers 2.590 square meters square yards 1.196
acres square hectometers .405 square kilometers square miles .386
cubic feet cubic meters .028 square hectometers acres 2.471
cubic yards cubic meters .765 cubic meters cubic feet 35.315
fluid ounces milliliters 29,573 cubic meters cubic yards 1.308
pints liters .473 milliliters fluid ounces .034
quarts liters .946 liters pints 2.113
gallons liters 3.785 liters quarts 1.057
ounces grams 28.349 liters gallons .264
pounds kilograms .454 grams ounces .035
short tons metric tons .907 kilograms pounds 2.205
pound-feet Newton-meters 1.356 metric tons short tons 1.102
pound-inches Newton-meters .11296

Temperature (Exact)

°F Fahrenheit 5/9 (after Celsius °C
temperature subtracting 32) temperature
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